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Prefazione
Come accade quando si prendono in esame le tecniche a spettro espan-
so, parlare di comunicazioni a banda ultra-larga (Ultra-Wideband, UWB)
sembra sempre a prima vista un poco azzardato, dal momento che le ban-
de radio costituiscono una risorsa sempre più scarsa e, di conseguenza,
più costosa. Tuttavia, la banda occupata da un segnale UWB non è
unicamente dedicata ad esso, grazie all’impiego di potenze estremamente
ridotte. In particolare, la Federal Communications Commission impone
una densità spettrale di potenza massima pari a 75 nW/MHz (corri-
spondenti a −41.3 dBm/MHz), il che consente alla tecnologia UWB di
condividere una banda enorme (3.6− 10.1 GHz) con servizi già esistenti
come, ad esempio, le Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). In se-
condo luogo, visto che per definizione l’occupazione spettrale istantanea
supera i 500 MHz oppure la banda frazionaria è maggiore del 20%, è pos-
sibile impiegare per la modulazione forme d’onda temporalmente molto
brevi (ordine dei nanosecondi) e quindi lavorare direttamente in banda
base, senza ricorrere a portanti sinusoidali o effettuare operazioni di pro-
cessing a frequenza intermedia. Pertanto le tecniche UWB consentono la
trasmissione di elevati bit-rate entro piccole distanze e sono caratteriz-
zate da dispositivi a costo basso, efficienza energetica elevata e consumo
limitato. Un segnale UWB si distingue per la sua spiccata capacità a
penetrare attraverso gli ostacoli e consente la localizzazione con un’ac-
curatezza dell’ordine del centimetro. Insomma, la disponibilità di una
nuova gigantesca banda per le telecomunicazioni ha suscitato l’interes-
se di industrie, agenzie governative e istituzioni accademiche, che hanno
indagato una vasta gamma di possibili applicazioni. Esse spaziano dalle
reti di sensori alle Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs), dai siste-
mi radar per autoveicoli alle reti peer-to-peer, senza tralasciare i sistemi
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di imaging per diagnostica medica, navigazione e sorveglianza.
A causa dell’utilizzo di livelli di densità spettrale di potenza parago-
nabili a quello del rumore, la copertura garantita dalle comunicazioni a
banda ultra-larga è piuttosto limitata. Per risolvere tale problema è pos-
sibile ricorrere a schemi cooperativi, originariamente introdotti per siste-
mi a banda stretta, che si avvalgono di uno o più relay. In particolare, si
parla di relaying Amplify-and-Forward (A&F) se i nodi intermedi si limi-
tano ad amplificare e ritrasmettere il segnale all’uscita del demodulatore.
Invece, in un sistema Decode-and-Forward (D&F) i relay decodificano e
poi ri-codificano le loro decisioni sui simboli prima di effettuare la ritra-
smissione. In letteratura sono presenti numerosi lavori che riguardano
tecniche di relaying per UWB. Tuttavia, ad oggi non esistono studi che
indagano un sistema A&F che esegue una doppia codifica differenziale e
si propone di utilizzare sia il segnale trasmesso sul cammino diretto dalla
sorgente al nodo destinazione, sia il segnale che passa per il relay. Inol-
tre, non è stato risolto il problema congiunto dell’allocazione di potenza
e della ricerca del cammino ottimo che connette il nodo sorgente alla
destinazione nel caso di una rete completamente generica con un numero
arbitrario di relay D&F.
La presente tesi si propone di colmare queste lacune e nasce dalla
proficua collaborazione con il Center for Signal and Image Processing
(CSIP) del Georgia Institute of Technology di Atlanta. Il nuovo approc-
cio cooperativo per un sistema dotato di un singolo relay A&F che sfrutta
le variabili di decisione provenienti da due cammini distinti è stato pre-
sentato alla IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and
Signal Processing, tenutasi a Kyoto, Giappone nel Marzo 2012. Inoltre
è in procinto di essere ultimato e sarà inviato alla rivista IEEE Transac-
tions on Wireless Communications un articolo che illustra una soluzione
congiunta ai problemi dell’allocazione di potenza e della selezione del
cammino che minimizza una metrica opportuna (Joint Power Allocation
and Path Selection, JPAPS) per una rete generica di relay D&F.
Nel primo capitolo della tesi si descrivono le caratteristiche fonda-
mentali e le principali applicazioni delle comunicazioni UWB, ponendo
l’attenzione sulle differenti architetture dei ricevitori e sull’utilizzo di
tecniche di relaying A&F e D&F per aumentare la copertura. Segue
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un sommario dei principali contributi apportati dal presente lavoro allo
stato dell’arte.
Il secondo capitolo è dedicato interamente all’approccio cooperativo
per un sistema costituito da una sorgente che trasmette il segnale con
codifica differenziale doppia, un relay A&F che ritrasmette stime soft dei
simboli ricevuti ed una destinazione che si occupa della decodifica dei bit
informativi. Dopo aver descritto il modello del sistema, si calcola il rap-
porto di verosimiglianza dipendente da variabili di decisione provenienti
da due cammini diversi. Si deriva quindi una strategia di allocazione
di potenza semi-analitica basata su un’espressione approssimata del rap-
porto segnale rumore effettivo al nodo destinazione ottenuta calcolando
in forma chiusa le statistiche della variabile di decisione.
Nel terzo capitolo si propone un metodo congiunto di allocazione
di potenza e scelta del cammino ottimo per un sistema costituito da
una sorgente che adotta una codifica differenziale, un relay D&F ed un
nodo destinazione. Dal momento che la bontà di un certo cammino
è condizionata dalla qualità del suo link più scadente, si adopera una
strategia di allocazione di potenza in cui si impone l’uguaglianza dei
rapporti segnale rumore dei link sorgente-relay e relay-destinazione. Ad
ogni cammino viene poi associata una metrica data dalla probabilità
d’errore ottenibile con l’allocazione di potenza proposta e si decide di
trasmettere lungo la via che minimizza tale metrica.
Il quarto capitolo generalizza la tecnica JPAPS ad una rete arbitraria-
mente complessa costituita daN relay. Questo compito è particolarmente
arduo in considerazione del fatto che in questo scenario il numero di pos-
sibili percorsi che connettono sorgente e destinazione è proporzionale a
N ! e, una volta fissato un cammino che attraversa K relay, l’allocazione
di potenza è un problema di ottimizzazione a K+ 1 dimensioni. La solu-
zione proposta consiste nella presentazione di una strategia di allocazione
di potenza in forma chiusa e, contemporaneamente, nella descrizione di
un algoritmo che trova con una complessità polinomiale il cammino che
minimizza la probabilità d’errore ottenibile con i coefficienti di alloca-
zione di potenza considerati. È necessaria una conoscenza solo parziale
della risposta di canale, dal momento che il metodo richiede unicamente
il calcolo della potenza ricevuta all’uscita del filtro passabanda per la
generica trasmissione tra due nodi.
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I risultati di simulazione del quinto capitolo mostrano la bontà del-
le strategie di allocazione di potenza proposte e le eccellenti prestazioni
in termini di probabilità di errore dell’approccio cooperativo per singolo
relay A&F e del metodo JPAPS per relay D&F multipli. L’utilizzo di
queste nuove tecniche di trasmissione garantisce guadagni notevoli rispet-
to alla trasmissione diretta e agli schemi di relaying esistenti in scenari
diversi con 1, 2 e 10 relay.
Il sesto capitolo presenta le conclusioni della tesi, evidenziando pos-
sibili direzioni per lavori di ricerca futuri.
Infine, l’appendice A si sofferma sul codice MATLAB utilizzato per
simulare le principali tecniche di relaying descritte nel corso della tesi.
Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, a brief overview of the main characteristics and most
remarkable applications of Ultra-Wideband (UWB) radio is provided in
Section 1.1. Section 1.2 discusses different types of receiver architectures
that have been proposed in literature. Section 1.3 deals with existing
studies about cooperative diversity and their applications to UWB sys-
tems. Then, in Section 1.4 and 1.5 we summarize the main contributions
and outline the structure of the work, respectively. Finally, the publica-
tions related to this thesis are listed in Section 1.6.
1.1 Ultra-Wideband Communications
UWB radio is a quickly developing wireless underlay technology for
short range communications characterized by low cost, high power ef-
ficiency, low duty cycle, and high data rates. As a result, it embraces
major advances in wireless communications, networking, radar, imag-
ing, and positioning systems [1–4]. After that the Federal Communi-
cations Commission (FCC) in its Report and Order of 2002 essentially
unleashed huge new bandwidth (3.6-10.1 GHz) at the noise floor, the
world of industry, government agencies, and academic institutions rapidly
increased the research efforts targeting a host of exciting UWB appli-
cations, such as short-range very high-speed broadband access to the
Internet, covert communication links, localization at centimeter-level ac-
curacy, high-resolution ground-penetrating radar, through-wall imaging,
precision navigation, medical and surveillance systems.
1
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Figure 1.1: UWB spectral mask and FCC Part 15 limits.
Specifically, the definition given in [5] by FCC characterizes UWB
devices as having an instantaneous spectral occupancy in excess of 500
MHz or a fractional bandwidth higher than 20%. Remember that the
fractional bandwidth is defined as 2(fh − fl)/(fh + fl), where fh and
fl denote respectively the upper and lower frequency at the −10 dB
emission point.
At the physical level, UWB communication systems operate by spread-
ing small amounts of average effective isotropic radiated power. Accord-
ing to the FCC spectral mask represented in Figure 1.1, the imposed
Power Spectral Density (PSD) limit is of 75 nW/MHz (-41.3 dBm/MHz),
which allows UWB technology to overlay already available services, such
as the Global Positioning System (GPS) and the IEEE 802.11 Wireless
Local Area Networks (WLANs).
The remarkable interest in this transmission technique is justified by
the number of heterogeneous applications.
• Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs), addressing short-range
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(typically 10−20 m) ad hoc connectivity among portable consumer
electronic and communication devices. For example, high-quality
real-time video and audio distribution, file exchange, and cable re-
placement are supported for home entertainment systems.
• Sensor networks, based on a large number of nodes deployed across
a given geographical area. The nodes can be static, if used for
avalanche monitoring and pollution tracking, or dynamic, if equipped
on soldiers, firemen, or robots in military and emergency situations.
• Imaging systems, for underground, through-wall and ocean imag-
ing, as well as medical diagnostics and border surveillance devices.
• Vehicular radar systems, in order to improve the resolution of con-
ventional proximity and motion sensors, thus envisioning intelli-
gent collision-avoidance or cruise-control techniques and improving
airbag deployment or adaptive braking systems that depend on
road conditions.
• Outdoor peer-to-peer networks, to respond to new market demands
for information exchange, digital kiosks for fast download of news-
paper text, photographs, automatic video rental, or sale distribu-
tion systems.
• Wireless ethernet interface link, capable of providing extremely
high data rates (on the order of 1 Gb/s and more) over rather
short distances (at most a few meters). In this way, it is possible
to satisfy the demands for the direct wireless replacement for eth-
ernet cables and the high-quality wireless video transfer capability
between a PC and an LCD screen.
1.2 Impulse Radio UWB Receivers
Impulse Radio (IR) systems communicate by means of pulses of ex-
tremely short duration (order of a nanosecond). Consequently, this sig-
naling technique seems properly tailored for UWB communications. In-
stead of adopting a sinusoidal carrier, the communication relies on base-
band signals, and data modulation is accomplished using Pulse Ampli-
tude Modulation (PAM) or Pulse Position Modulation (PPM), whereas
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multi-user interference is mitigated superimposing Time Hopping (TH)
techniques. We note that using signals with gigahertz bandwidths means
that the multipath is resolvable down to differential delays of about a few
nanoseconds or equivalently to differential lengths less than 1 m, which
can reduce fading effects even in indoor environments.
Because of the extremely low powers involved, it is fundamental to
collect the most part of the received signal energy. To this aim, coher-
ent Rake combining techniques have been developed, requiring accurate
channel knowledge, precise timing synchronization, and a large number
of fingers. An analytical framework has been provided in order to quan-
tify the symbol error probability performance of a Rake receiver tracking
the strongest multipath components in wide-sense stationary uncorre-
lated scattering Gaussian channels with frequency-selective fading [6]. It
has been showed that the Rake receiver contributes to a mitigation of the
Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) and that employing additional Rake taps
for energy capture is better than equalization as far as the improvement
of the overall system performance is concerned [7]. Furthermore, efforts
have been made to study the impact of narrowband interference [8] and
channel estimation errors either in a scenario with known symbols (de-
cision aided estimation) or with unknown symbols (non decision aided
estimation) [9].
Coherent UWB receivers ensure optimal performance so long as a
precise estimate of the Channel Impulse Response (CIR) is evaluated
and a sufficient (typically large) number of fingers is employed. This
fact induces the demanding problem of implementation complexity which
de facto makes these structures not much appealing. A possible trade
off solution is given by the noncoherent receivers, where the energy of
the multipath components is captured by means of autocorrelation and
integrate-and-dump (A&D) operations, thus resulting in suboptimal sim-
pler schemes [10]. A typical example of noncoherent receiver is found to
be the energy detector, which can be applied for UWB signaling based on
PPM. It consists of a front-end filter to select the desired frequency band,
a square-law device to compute the instantaneous received power, and
an energy integrator equipped with a trigger mechanism to select one or
several time windows. The autocorrelation receiver replaces the square-
law device of the energy detector by a delay element and a multiplier,
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and is widely used in Transmitted Reference (TR) systems [11,12]. In its
most basic form, a TR communication employs two versions of a wide-
band carrier, one modulated by the data symbols and the other unmod-
ulated. The modulated and reference waveforms are typically separated
in time, so that the two signals are transmitted within the coherence
time of the channel and the unmodulated component can be employed
as a noisy template. In general, this technique is advantageous when the
transmitted waveform experiences an unknown channel, since the mod-
ulated signal is distorted in the same way as the reference pulse. When
the transmission is based on short bursts as in UWB systems, the TR
method is superior to the adaptive equalization of the channel because
it skips the channel estimation step. In a UWB Differential Transmitted
Reference (DTR) system no references are transmitted, but the data sig-
nal in the previous frame is used as a reference [13–15]. The adoption of
a differential encoding allows the system to be more energy efficient and
to provide a higher data rate.
1.3 Cooperative Diversity in UWB Systems
In order to extend the coverage, cooperative diversity techniques,
which were originally proposed for narrowband communications [16–18],
have been also applied to UWB systems. The basic idea of coopera-
tive systems relies on exploiting several relaying nodes that propagate
the information signal throughout the network. The redundancy avail-
able at the destination node allows to average channel variations result-
ing from fading, shadowing, and other forms of interference. Two com-
monly employed schemes for cooperative communications are Amplify-
and-Forward (A&F) and Decode-and-Forward (D&F) relaying. In the
former case, the intermediate nodes simply amplify and re-transmit the
demodulated signal, whereas in the latter case the relays first decode and
then re-encode, before re-transmission is performed. Correspondingly,
D&F relaying is usually more complex than A&F relaying, especially if
a forward error correction code is employed.
Previous studies on UWB relaying focused on the construction of
minimal-delay, totally-real distributed algebraic space-time codes [19].
In order to improve the data transfer diversity, cooperative schemes have
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been developed that combine the mechanism of the medium access con-
trol and physical layers to either select the best relay from multiple avail-
able ones or optimally combine the synchronized data forwarding of all
participating relays [20]. A joint sub-band assignment and power alloca-
tion have been provided for cooperative multiband orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (MB-OFDM) UWB systems employing a D&F pro-
tocol [21]. The performance of a cooperative direct sequence bipolar
PAM transmission scheme with A&F paradigm and requiring coherent
Rake combining has been investigated [22] and a non-coherent two-way
relay network has been analyzed where the relay node, after decoding
the symbols received from a pair of two terminals, makes an XOR oper-
ation of the two decoded bits and broadcasts the XORed symbol to the
terminals [23].
As concerns non-coherent DTR IR-UWB systems, a detailed study
of the performance achievable using a D&F relay with a single antenna
or two antennas has been performed [24]. On the other hand, as regards
A&F relaying, a multi-differential encoding at the source node combined
with single differential decoding at each relay and at the destination node
has been proposed to efficiently limit ISI without increasing the length
of the overall CIR [25].
1.4 Thesis Contributions
In the present work, we will focus on a non-coherent setup, proposing
A&F and D&F relaying techniques to overcome the limited coverage
of DTR IR-UWB systems. In particular, the main contributions we
achieved are the following.
• We propose a novel cooperative approach for two-hop A&F relay-
ing that exploits both the signal forwarded by the relay and the one
directly transmitted by the source. A double differential encoding
is employed at the source node and single differential demodula-
tion is performed both at the relay and destination. We derive the
log-likelihood ratio (LLR) based decision rule and present a semi-
analytical power allocation strategy by evaluating a closed-form
expression for the effective Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at the des-
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tination, which is maximized by exhaustive search. The knowledge
of the channel gains is required at the destination node to evaluate
the optimal decision variable and at the source node to perform the
power allocation. Numerical simulations show that the proposed
system outperforms both the direct transmission with single differ-
ential encoding and the non-cooperative approach [25] regardless
of the quality of the links and the position of the relay.
• We present a Joint Power Allocation and Path Selection (JPAPS)
method for multi hop D&F relaying that provides an answer to the
following two questions:
1. What is the optimal power allocation strategy?
2. Given the power allocation coefficients, what is the relaying
path that guarantees the best Bit Error Rate (BER) perfor-
mance?
First of all, it is worth observing that solving the above tasks is
particularly demanding, since in a general scenario with N relays,
the number of possible paths connecting source to destination is
proportional to N ! and, once fixed a route that crosses K relays,
the power allocation strategy is an optimization problem at K + 1
dimensions. The proposed solution consists in a closed-form power
allocation strategy together with an algorithm that finds the path
minimizing a proper approximation of the BER in polynomial time.
Specifically, a single differential encoding is adopted and the inter-
mediate nodes re-encode and re-modulate the hard decisions on
the symbols. Capitalizing on the heuristic consideration that the
overall BER of the system is essentially driven by the quality of the
path with the best performance, the proposed method associates to
each possible route a metric given by an approximation of the min-
imum BER achievable and then takes into account only the path
minimizing that metric. Going into details, we propose a two-step
polynomial path selection algorithm and an equal SNR power al-
location strategy aimed at finding a closed-form expression for the
power allocation coefficients yielding roughly the minimum BER
value. Only limited Channel State Information (CSI) is required
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at the generic relay, as the only parameter needed by the JPAPS
method is the amount of power captured after the bandpass filter.
Simulation results show remarkable SNR gains with respect to the
direct transmission and the existing relaying techniques [24].
1.5 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we de-
scribe the multi differential cooperative dual hop A&F relaying technique
exploiting the received signals coming from both the relay and the source.
A two-hop system adopting a single differential encoding is taken into
account in Chapter 3, where we present the JPAPS method in the case
of a single D&F relay. The generalization to a scenario with an arbi-
trary number of D&F relays is provided in Chapter 4. The simulation
results of Chapter 5 show the effectiveness of the proposed power alloca-
tion strategies, confirming the near-optimal BER performance achieved
by the presented relaying schemes. Then, Chapter 6 provides the conclu-
sions of this work, summarizing possible directions for future research.
Lastly, Appendix A lists the MATLAB code used to simulate the main
relaying techniques described during the thesis.
1.6 Related Publications
• M. Mondelli, Q. Zhou, X. Ma, and V. Lottici, “A cooperative ap-
proach for amplify-and-forward differential transmitted reference
IR-UWB relay systems,” in Proceedings of IEEE International Con-
ference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing (ICASSP),
Mar. 2012.
• M. Mondelli, Q. Zhou, X. Ma, and V. Lottici, “Joint power alloca-
tion and path selection for decode-and-forward differential trans-
mitted reference IR-UWB multi-hop relay systems,” to be submit-
ted to IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications.
Chapter 2
Multi Differential
Cooperative Dual Hop
A&F Relaying
Throughout this chapter we are considering a single user two-hop sce-
nario set up by three devices, i.e. the source S transmitting the original
signal with a double differential encoding, the A&F relay R which con-
stitutes an intermediate forwarding node that re-transmit soft estimates
of the received symbols, and the destination D, that is the final node
decoding the information bits. We assume that the relay can always
cooperate and that the source does not know the location of the destina-
tion, but has available partial CSI. The communication is time-slotted,
in the sense that source and relay transmit alternatively in disjoint time
intervals, in order to avoid interference (see Figure 2.1).
In Section 2.1, we shortly describe the system setup, providing an-
alytical expressions for the channel model, the signals transmitted by
the source and the relay, the signals received by the relay and the des-
tination, and the associated decision variables. A brief comparison with
the existing multi differential A&F relaying approach is also provided.
Section 2.2 points out the decision strategy which is based on the log-
likelihood ratio dependent on three decision variables coming from two
different paths. In this way, it is possible to exploit both the direct (S-
D) and relay (S-R-D) paths, in order to provide a relaying technique
that yields good BER performance for any position of the relay node.
9
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S R D
(a) S transmits during the first time slot
S R D
(b) R transmits his soft estimates of the information symbols during the second time
slot
Figure 2.1: Time slotting in a dual hop scenario.
In Section 2.3, we derive an approximated expression for the effective
SNR at the destination, evaluating the statistics of the decision variable
in closed form. Such a function is maximized using numerical techniques
to find the optimal power allocation strategy. In the end, Section 2.4
illustrates the reasons against the usage of a single differential A&F re-
laying scheme, showing, instead, that a single differential D&F relaying
technique (which is described in Chapter 3) would be more suitable.
2.1 System Model
2.1.1 Transmission Format and Modulation
The transmitted signal consists of a train of ultra-short pulses (du-
ration on the order of a nanosecond) modulated in amplitude (PAM).
The symbols {a2[k]}+∞k=0 are obtained after two steps of differential en-
coding from the information symbols {a0[k]}+∞k=2 independent, identically
distributed (IID) and equiprobable in {−1,+1},
a1[k] = a1[k − 1]a0[k]a2[k] = a2[k − 1]a1[k] , (2.1)
given a2[0] and a2[1] as initial values.
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In order to increase the symbol energy at the receiver, we use Nf > 1
frames to convey a single information symbol at the cost of a reduced
throughput. In formulas,
sAFs (t) =
√
αsEp
+∞∑
k=0
Nf−1∑
j=0
a2[k]wtx(t− jTf − kTs), (2.2)
where Tf and Ts = Nf Tf are respectively the frame and the symbol
durations, wtx(t) is the normalized (
∫+∞
−∞ w
2
tx(t)dt = 1) transmitted pulse,
Ep is the pulse energy, and αs denotes the power allocation coefficient
of the source node. If we denote by Tp the pulse duration, we choose
Tf  Tp, in order to avoid ISI and Inter-Pulse Interference (IPI) effects.
A symbol level DTR system is adopted, in which the operation of
frame repetition is performed only after the two steps of differential en-
coding. On the other hand, a frame level DTR transmission, which we
do not take into account in the current work, repeats Nf times the infor-
mation bits a0[k], thus providing the increase in symbol energy, and then
applies the two steps of differential encoding. It is worth noticing that
the simulative results for the symbol level and frame level DTR systems
are actually the same.
2.1.2 Channel Model
For all the links considered, we adopt the IEEE 802.15.3a channel
model [26] and the CIR can be written as,
hl(t) =
Nl∑
i=1
αi,lδ(t− τi,l), (2.3)
in which l ∈ {sr, sd, rd} denotes respectively the S-R, S-D, or R-D link,
Nl is the number of multipaths, τi,l is the delay, and αi,l is the normalized
(∑i α2i,l = 1) amplitude of the i-th ray. The channel gain is affected by
log-normal fading and path loss and can be modeled as [27]
Gl(d) = −10p · log10(d) + θl, (2.4)
where Gl(d) is the channel gain in dB, d is the link length, p is the path
loss exponent, and θl is the log-normal fading term, namely a Gaussian
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variable with zero mean and variance σ2fad. The shadowing terms associ-
ated to different paths are supposed to be uncorrelated.
2.1.3 Relay and Destination Design
At the receiver front-end, a bandpass filter hbp(t) of bandwidth W
eliminates out-of-band noise. Thus, the received signal can be expressed
by
rAFl (t) =
√
Gl hl(t) ∗ hbp(t) ∗ sAFs (t) + nl(t)
=
√
GlαsEp
+∞∑
k=0
Nf−1∑
j=0
a2[k]wrx,l(t− jTf − kTs) + nl(t),
(2.5)
where l ∈ {sr, sd}, Gl is the channel gain associated to the path of CIR
hl(t), nl(t) denotes filtered Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with
zero mean and PSD N0/2, and wrx,l(t) = wtx(t) ∗ hl(t) ∗ hbp(t) stands
for the received channel template. After filtering, a single differential
demodulation is performed by means of a correlation and integration of
duration Ti,
a˜AF1,l [k] =
Nf−1∑
j=0
∫ kTs+jTf+Ti
kTs+jTf
rAFl (t)rAFl (t− Ts)dt, (2.6)
in which the subscript 1 in a˜AF1,l [k] denotes that the soft estimate concerns
a single differentially encoded symbol.
At the relay (l = sr), the soft estimates a˜AF1,sr[k] are then re-modulated
and transmitted as
sAFr (t) =
√
αrEp
+∞∑
k=0
Nf−1∑
j=0
a˜AF1,sr[k]wtx(t− jTf − kTs), (2.7)
where αr is the power allocation coefficient associated to the relay.
As a result, the destination node receives in two different time slots
the signals rAFsd (t) (Eq. (2.5) with l = sd) from the source and rrd(t) from
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the relay,
rAFrd (t) =
√
Grd · hrd(t) ∗ hbp(t) ∗ sAFr (t) + nrd(t)
=
√
GrdαrEp
+∞∑
k=0
Nf−1∑
j=0
a˜AF1,sr[k]wrx,rd(t− jTf − kTs) + nrd(t),
(2.8)
in which wrx,rd(t) = wtx(t) ∗ hrd(t) ∗ hbp(t) and nrd(t) is filtered AWGN
with zero mean and PSD N0/2.
At the destination, the proposed approach performs the operations
of bandpass filtering and demodulation (correlation and integration) on
both the received signals and then combines in an appropriate way the
resulting random variables a˜AF1,sd[k] (Eq. (2.6) with l = sd) and a˜AF0,srd[k],
a˜AF0,srd[k] =
Nf−1∑
j=0
∫ kTs+jTf+Ti
kTs+jTf
rAFrd (t)rAFrd (t− Ts)dt. (2.9)
2.1.4 Existing A&F Relaying Approaches
Two natural questions focus on how to use the decision variables
a˜AF0,srd[k] and a˜AF0,sd[k] to perform the detection, and how to choose the
power allocation coefficients αs and αr. In order to decide on the in-
formation bit a0[k], it has been proposed to take into account only the
S-R-D path, namely the decision variable a˜AF0,srd[k], and to choose the
power allocation coefficients that maximize an expression of the effective
SNR at the destination [25]. Nevertheless, this approach yields good
results in terms of the BER only when R is somewhere between S and
D. In contrast, as suggested by the usage of the word cooperative, the
proposed relaying technique aims at exploiting the benefits of both the
S-D and S-R-D paths.
2.2 Log-Likelihood Ratio Based Decision Strat-
egy
The cooperative method which is described in this chapter exploits
the information coming from both the S-R-D and S-D paths, considering
the three decision variables a˜AF1,sd[k], a˜AF1,sd[k + 1], and a˜AF0,srd[k], which can
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be well approximated as Gaussian distributed and independent [10, 14].
In formulas, 
a˜AF1,sd[k + 1] = βsd a1[k + 1] + zsd[k + 1]
a˜AF1,sd[k] = βsd a1[k] + zsd[k]
a˜AF0,srd[k] = βsrd a0[k] + zsrd[k]
, (2.10)
in which zsd[k] and zsrd[k] are Gaussian variables with zero mean and vari-
ances σ2sd and σ2srd, respectively. If Et = Nf Ep is the total transmitted en-
ergy associated to one information symbol and shared by source and relay,
ϕ = W Nf TiN20 /2 a second order noise term, and pl = Gl ·
∫ Ti
0 w
2
rx,l(t)dt
the amount of power captured after the bandpass filter, it is possible to
show that [25]
βl = Et pl αs, l ∈ {sd, sr}
βrd = Et prd αr
βsrd = β2sr βrd
σ2l = βlN0 + ϕ, l ∈ {sd, sr}
σ2srd = β2rd(2β2srσ2sr + β3srN0 + σ4sr) + βrdN0(β2sr + σ2sr) + ϕ
. (2.11)
The optimal decision rule on a0[k] is based on the log-likelihood ratio,
that is
Λ(a˜AF [k]) = Λ(a˜AF1,sd[k + 1], a˜AF1,sd[k], a˜AF0,srd[k])
= ln
(
fa˜AF (a˜AF1,sd[k + 1], a˜AF1,sd[k], a˜AF0,srd[k] | a0[k] = 1)
fa˜AF (a˜AF1,sd[k + 1], a˜AF1,sd[k], a˜AF0,srd[k] | a0[k] = −1)
)
,
(2.12)
where a˜AF [k] = (a˜AF1,sd[k + 1], a˜AF1,sd[k], a˜AF0,srd[k]) and fa˜AF (·) denotes the
joint probability density function (PDF) of the random vector a˜AF . We
decide for a0[k] = 1 if Λ(a˜AF [k]) > 0 and for a0[k] = −1 otherwise.
Theorem 1 (Log-likelihood ratio for cooperative dual hop A&F re-
laying). The log-likelihood ratio Λ(a˜AF [k]) based on the random vector
a˜AF [k] = (a˜AF1,sd[k + 1], a˜AF1,sd[k], a˜AF0,srd[k]) has the following exact expres-
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sion,
Λ(a˜AF [k]) = 2βsrd
σ2srd
a˜AF0,srd[k] + ln
cosh
(
βsd(a˜AF1,sd[k + 1] + a˜AF1,sd[k])
σ2sd
)
cosh
(
βsd(a˜AF1,sd[k + 1]− a˜AF1,sd[k])
σ2sd
) ,
(2.13)
which can be approximated by
Λ(a˜AF [k]) ≈ XAF [k] = 2βsrd
σ2srd
a˜AF0,srd[k] +
βsd
σ2sd
× ( |a˜AF1,sd[k + 1] + a˜AF1,sd[k]| − |a˜AF1,sd[k + 1]− a˜AF1,sd[k]| ).
(2.14)
Proof. Using the fact that for i ∈ {−1,+1}
p(a1[k + 1] = −1, a1[k] = −i | a0[k] = i)
= p(a1[k + 1] = 1, a1[k] = i | a0[k] = i) = 1/2,
one finds out that
fa˜AF (a˜
AF | a0[k] = i) = 12fa˜AF (a˜
AF | a1[k + 1] = 1, a1[k] = i, a0[k] = i)
+12fa˜AF (a˜
AF | a1[k + 1] = −1, a1[k] = −i, a0[k] = i).
(2.15)
From the model of formula (2.10) and the independent Gaussian assump-
tion we have that
fa˜AF (a˜
AF | a1[k + 1], a1[k], a0[k]) = 1(2pi)3/2σsrdσ2sd
× exp
(
−(a˜
AF
0,srd[k]− βsrda0[k])2
2σ2srd
− (a˜
AF
1,sd[k + 1]− βsda1[k + 1])2
2σ2sd
− (a˜
AF
1,sd[k]− βsda1[k])2
2σ2sd
)
.
(2.16)
Using the definition (2.12) and the intermediate results (2.15) and (2.16)
we obtain the desired expression (2.13). To make this formula more
tractable, we consider the following Jacobi approximation which is com-
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mon in digital signal processing,
ln(ea1 + ea2) = max(a1, a2) + ln(1 + e−|a1−a2|) ≈ max(a1, a2). (2.17)
Therefore,
ln
cosh
(
βsd(a˜AF1,sd[k + 1] + a˜AF1,sd[k])
σ2sd
)
cosh
(
βsd(a˜AF1,sd[k + 1]− a˜AF1,sd[k])
σ2sd
)
≈ βsd
σ2sd
( |a˜AF1,sd[k + 1] + a˜AF1,sd[k]| − |a˜AF1,sd[k + 1]− a˜AF1,sd[k]| ),
which yields the approximated decision variable (2.14).
2.3 Power Allocation Strategy
The study of an optimal power allocation strategy is far more chal-
lenging in the cooperative case than in the non-cooperative scenario since
there are two different paths and three decision variables to be taken into
account. In particular, the non-cooperative case considers only the S-R-
D path and aims at maximizing the objective function
SNRnc =
β2srd
σ2srd
. (2.18)
In contrast, in the cooperative scenario we expect the effective SNR at
the destination node, namely SNRc, to depend on the received SNRs of
both the possible paths, i.e. β2sd/σ2sd = γsd and β2srd/σ2srd = γsrd.
According to formula (2.14), XAF [k] is the sum of a Gaussian variable,
and the absolute values of the sum and difference of other two Gaussian
variables. If γsd is high, i.e. the S-D path is reliable, then the noise terms
zsd[k+1] and zsd[k] are significantly smaller than the corresponding signal
terms and |a˜AF1,sd[k+1]± a˜AF1,sd[k]| are approximately Gaussian distributed.
On the other hand, if γsd is small, this last approximation is no more
accurate, but |a˜AF1,sd[k+1]± a˜AF1,sd[k]| are weighted by γsd and the Gaussian
variable 2βsrd
σ2srd
a˜AF0,srd[k] dominates. Since this heuristic argument is also
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supported by numerical simulations, it is reasonable to take
SNRc =
E2(XAF [k])
Var(XAF [k]) , (2.19)
where the closed-forms for the mean and variance of XAF [k] are given by
the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Statistics of the decision variable for cooperative dual hop
A&F relaying). The mean and variance of the approximated decision
variable XAF [k] are given by the following expressions,
E2(XAF [k]) = 4
(
γsrd + γsd −
√
γsd
pi
(1− e−γsd)− 2γsdQ(
√
2γsd)
)2
Var(XAF [k]) = 4γsrd + 4γsd
(
1− 1
pi
+ γsd
−
( 1
pi
e−γsd − 2√γsdQ(
√
2γsd) +
√
γsd
)2)
.
(2.20)
Before starting with the proof of the theorem, we introduce and prove
this lemma.
Lemma 1. Let Z be a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and
unit variance, Z ∈ N (0, 1), and α ∈ R. Then,
E( |Z + α| ) = f(α) = α(1− 2Q(α)) + 2√
2pi
exp
(
−α
2
2
)
, (2.21)
with Q(x) = 1√2pi
∫+∞
x e
−u2/2du.
Proof. By definition of absolute value,
|x+ α| =
x+ α if x > −α−(x+ α) if x ≤ −α .
As a result,
E( |Z + α| ) = −α
∫ −α
−∞
1√
2pi
exp
(
−x
2
2
)
dx−
∫ −α
−∞
x
1√
2pi
exp
(
−x
2
2
)
dx
+ α
∫ +∞
−α
1√
2pi
exp
(
−x
2
2
)
dx+
∫ +∞
−α
x
1√
2pi
exp
(
−x
2
2
)
dx,
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which after simple integration operations yields the result (2.21).
Proof of Theorem 2. First of all, using the model (2.10), we write the
decision variable XAF [k] in the following form,
XAF [k] = 2γsrd a0[k] + 2
√
γsrdA[k] +
√
γsd
× ( |√γsd (a1[k + 1] + a1[k]) +B[k + 1] +B[k]|
− |√γsd (a1[k + 1]− a1[k]) +B[k + 1]−B[k]| ),
(2.22)
where A[k] = zsrd[k]/σsrd, and B[k] = zsd[k]/σsd are Gaussian variables
with zero mean and unit variance IID. Consequently,
E(XAF [k] | a0[k]) = 2γsrd a0[k] +√γsd
× ( E( |√γsd (a1[k + 1] + a1[k]) +B[k + 1] +B[k]| )
− E( |√γsd (a1[k + 1]− a1[k]) +B[k + 1]−B[k]| )).
As B[k+ 1] +B[k] ∈ N (0, 2), setting α = √γsd/2 (a1[k+ 1] + a1[k]) and
applying Lemma 1, we get
E( |√γsd (a1[k + 1] + a1[k]) +B[k + 1] +B[k]| ) =
√
2f(α) =
√
2f(|α|),
where we have used the fact that f(·) is even. Similarly
E( |√γsd (a1[k + 1]− a1[k]) +B[k + 1]−B[k]| ) =
√
2f(β) =
√
2f(|β|),
with β =
√
γsd/2(a1[k + 1] − a1[k]). Noticing that |a1[k + 1] ± a1[k]| =
1± a0[k], we conclude that
E(XAF [k] | a0[k]) = 2 (γsrd + γsd)a0[k] + 2γsd
×
(
(1− a0[k])Q
(√γsd
2 (1− a0[k])
)
− (1 + a0[k])Q
(√γsd
2 (1 + a0[k])
))
+ 2
√
γsd
pi
(
exp
(
−γsd(1 + a0[k])
2
4
)
− exp
(
−γsd(1− a0[k])
2
4
))
= 2
(
γsrd + γsd −
√
γsd
pi
(1− e−γsd)− 2γsdQ(
√
2γsd)
)
a0[k],
(2.23)
which proves the first part of the theorem.
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As concerns the evaluation of the variance,
Var(XAF [k]) = 4γsrd + γsd
× (E(( |α√2 +B[k + 1] +B[k]| − |β√2 +B[k + 1]−B[k]| )2)
− E2( |α√2 +B[k + 1] +B[k]| − |β√2 +B[k + 1]−B[k]| )).
(2.24)
The square of the expectation can be deduced from Eq. (2.23), while
some algebraical simplifications yield the following result for the other
term of formula (2.24),
E(( |α√2 +B[k + 1] +B[k]| − |β√2 +B[k + 1]−B[k]| )2)
= 4 + 4γsd − 2E( |B2[k + 1]−B2[k]
+ 2√γsd a1[k + 1]B[k + 1]− 2√γsd a1[k]B[k]| )
= 4 + 4γsd − 2E( |(B[k + 1]−B[k])(B[k + 1] +B[k] + 2√γsd)| ),
(2.25)
where we can set a1[k] = a1[k + 1] = 1 without loss of generality, since
B[i] and −B[i] have the same statistical distribution ∀ i. Defining U =
(B[k + 1] − B[k])/√2 and V = (B[k + 1] + B[k])/√2, we notice that
these two auxiliary random variables have a Gaussian distribution with
zero mean and unit variance. In addition, they are uncorrelated and,
therefore, independent. Thus, using the result of Lemma 1,
E( |(B[k + 1]−B[k])(B[k + 1] +B[k] + 2√γsd)| )
= 2E( |U | )E( |V +√2γsd| ) = 2 f(0) f(√2γsd)
= 4√
2pi
(√
2γsd − 2
√
2γsdQ(
√
2γsd) +
2√
2pi
e−γsd
)
.
(2.26)
Putting together the intermediate equations (2.26), (2.25), and (2.24),
we finally obtain the required expression for the variance of the decision
variable XAF [k].
Notice that for γsrd  γsd, SNRc ≈ SNRnc, as in this case the direct
path is not reliable and the decision is mainly based on the S-R-D path.
In conclusion, the power allocation strategy can be summarized as
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follows, 
(α¯AFs , α¯AFr ) = arg maxαs,αr
E2(XAF [k])
Var(XAF [k])
s.t. αs + αr(β2sr + σ2sr) = 1
, (2.27)
where the boundary condition αs+αr(β2sr+σ2sr) = 1 derives from the fact
that the source transmits with the power allocation coefficient αs symbols
equiprobable in {−1,+1} (and, therefore, with unit mean square value),
while the relay transmits with the power allocation coefficient αr the soft
estimates a˜AF1,sr[k], whose mean square value is given by
E((a˜AF1,sr[k])2) = β2sr + σ2sr. (2.28)
Due to the complexity of the (2.11) linking the optimal power allo-
cation coefficients to the parameters of the expression (2.20), the maxi-
mization problem (2.27) is solved numerically by means of an exhaustive
search.
2.4 Why Not Single Differential Dual Hop A&F
Relaying?
Another possible approach could be to consider symbols {a1[k]}+∞k=1
obtained after a single step of differential encoding. In this case the relay
is obliged to re-encode the soft estimates on the information symbols at
the output of the demodulator, with the result that the errors at the
destination node cumulate as the sequence of symbols is transmitted.
More specifically, the demodulated symbols at the relay are given by
a˜
′
0,sr[k] =
Nf−1∑
j=0
∫ kTs+jTf+Ti
kTs+jTf
r
′
sr(t)r
′
sr(t− Ts)dt, (2.29)
where
r
′
sr(t) =
√
GsrαsEp
+∞∑
k=0
Nf−1∑
j=0
a1[k]wrx,sr(t− jTf − kTs) + nsr(t). (2.30)
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The relay transmits the sequence of symbols a˜′1,sr[k] = a˜
′
0,sr[k]a˜
′
1,sr[k− 1],
so that at the output of the demodulator of the destination node we have
a˜
′
0,srd[k] = βrda˜
′
1,sr[k]a˜
′
1,sr[k−1]+zrd[k] = βrda˜
′
0,sr[k](a˜
′
1,sr[k−1])2+zrd[k],
(2.31)
where βrd is given by the (2.11) and zrd[k] is a noise term that can be
modeled as a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance
σ2rd = βrdN0 + ϕ.
The undesired term that multiplies the soft estimate a˜′0,sr[k] is a mul-
tiplicative distortion whose effect on the BER performance increases as
k becomes higher and higher,
(a˜′1,sr[k − 1])2 =
k−1∏
i=0
a˜
′
0,sr[i]. (2.32)
To solve this issue, the relay should make hard decisions, in order to
transmit symbols belonging to the alphabet {−1,+1}. This means to
adopt a dual hop single differential D&F relaying scheme, which is the
object of the next chapter.
Chapter 3
Joint Power Allocation and
Path Selection Dual Hop
D&F Relaying
In this chapter we are going to consider a two-hop scenario with a
source S transmitting the original signal, a D&F relay R which consti-
tutes an intermediate forwarding step that re-transmits hard estimates of
the received symbols, and a destination D. The communication is time-
slotted to avoid interference (see Figure 2.1, with the only difference that
the relay transmits hard estimates, instead of soft estimates).
The main goal is to develop a Joint Power Allocation and Path Selec-
tion (JPAPS) method for two-hop D&F IR-UWB systems, which will be
generalized to a scenario with an arbitrary number of relays in Chapter 4.
In particular, Section 3.1 deals with the system model, establishing the
notation and recalling the existing D&F relaying techniques. Then, we
study of the statistics of the decision variables in Section 3.2. In Section
3.3 the power allocation problem for the minimization of the BER of each
path is formulated, and a sub-optimal equal SNR strategy is developed
for the S-R-D path. Section 3.4 proposes the joint power allocation and
path selection technique adopting the power allocation strategy previ-
ously introduced. To demonstrate the near-optimal performance of our
proposed method, Section 3.5 discusses the optimal cooperative approach
(dual to that of Section 2.2 and 2.3 for A&F relaying), which, compared
to JPAPS, requires additional CSI and much higher complexity, without
22
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showing significant performance gain.
3.1 System Model
3.1.1 Notations and Setup
The transmitted signal is modulated in amplitude (PAM), and the
symbols {a1[k]}+∞k=0 are differentially encoded from the information sym-
bols {a0[k]}+∞k=1 IID and equiprobable in {−1,+1},
a1[k] = a1[k − 1]a0[k] for k ≥ 1, (3.1)
given a1[0] as the initial value. The analytical expression of the signal
transmitted by the source is given by
sDFs (t) =
√
αsEp
+∞∑
k=0
Nf−1∑
j=0
a1[k]wtx(t− jTf − kTs), (3.2)
where the various parameters have the same meaning of those of formula
(2.2).
As in Section 2.1.2, we employ the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model
(2.3) with channel gain (2.4) affected by log-normal fading and path
loss [26,27].
The received signal passes through a bandpass filter hbp(t) that elim-
inates out-of-band noise,
rDFl (t) =
√
GlαsEp
+∞∑
k=0
Nf−1∑
j=0
a1[k]wrx,l(t− jTf − kTs) + nl(t), (3.3)
where, as in the (2.5), l ∈ {sr, sd}, Gl denotes the channel gain associated
to the path of CIR hl(t), nl(t) is filtered AWGN with zero mean and
PSD N0/2, and wrx,l(t) = wtx(t) ∗ hl(t) ∗ hbp(t) stands for the received
channel template. Then, a single differential demodulation (correlation
+ integration of duration Ti) is performed (compare with Eq. (2.6)),
a˜DF0,l [k] =
Nf−1∑
j=0
∫ kTs+jTf+Ti
kTs+jTf
rDFl (t)rDFl (t− Ts)dt. (3.4)
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Nevertheless, unlike the multi differential A&F scheme, where the soft
estimates are re-modulated and transmitted, a single differential D&F
relay (l = sr) re-encodes the hard decisions aˆDF0,r [k] = sign(a˜DF0,sr[k]) and
transmits the signal
sDFr (t) =
√
αrEp
+∞∑
k=0
Nf−1∑
j=0
aˆDF1,r [k]wtx(t− jTf − kTs), (3.5)
where aˆDF1,r [k] = aˆDF1,r [k − 1] aˆDF0,r [k].
As a result, the destination node receives the signals rDFsd (t) (Eq. (3.3)
with l = sd) from the source and rDFrd (t) from the relay,
rDFrd (t) =
√
GrdαrEp
+∞∑
k=0
Nf−1∑
j=0
aˆDF1,r [k]wrx,rd(t− jTf − kTs) + nrd(t), (3.6)
in which wrx,rd(t) = wtx(t) ∗ hrd(t) ∗ hbp(t) and nrd(t) is filtered AWGN
with zero mean and PSD N0/2.
Therefore, the detector can estimate the information symbols using
the two different decision variables a˜DF0,rd[k] and a˜DF0,sd[k], that come from
the S-R-D and S-D paths respectively.
3.1.2 Existing D&F Relaying Approaches
The existing D&F relaying approach bases its decision on the infor-
mation bit a0[k] solely on the S-R-D path and adopts an equal power
allocation strategy in which the energy is equally shared by the source
and the relay (αs = αr = 0.5) [24]. In contrast, the JPAPS method
selects the path minimizing a proper approximation of the BER at the
destination, and jointly optimizes the power allocation, thus guarantee-
ing a substantial performance improvement.
3.2 Statistical Modeling of Decision Variables
The decision variables a˜DF0,sd[k] and a˜DF0,sr[k] (Eq. (2.6) respectively with
l = sd and l = sr) can be well approximated as Gaussian variables [10,14],
while a˜DF0,rd[k] is approximately a mixture of Gaussian random variables,
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because of the hard decision at the relay. In formulas,
a˜DF0,sr[k] = βsr a0[k] + zsr[k]
a˜DF0,sd[k] = βsd a0[k] + zsd[k]
a˜DF0,rd[k] = βrd aˆDF0,r [k] + zrd[k]
, (3.7)
where aˆDF0,r [k] = sign(a˜DF0,sr[k]) is the hard decision at the relay, and zsd[k],
zsr[k], and zrd[k] are Gaussian variables with zero mean and variances σ2sd,
σ2sr, and σ2rd, respectively. An analytical expression for the parameters βl
and σ2l (l ∈ {sr, sd, rd}) is given in the (2.11).
Notice that if Et/N0  1, i.e. in the case of asymptotic high SNR [25],
we are allowed to use the approximation σ2l ≈ βlN0, neglecting the higher
order noise terms.
3.3 Power Allocation Strategy for Fixed Path
Relaying
The total transmitted energy Et must be shared between the source
(that transmits αsEt) and the relay (that transmits αrEt), i.e. we
must choose the couple of coefficients (αs, αr) subject to the constraint
αs + αr = 1, since S and R convey symbols belonging to the alphabet
{−1,+1}. The simplest possibility is to employ an equal power allo-
cation strategy, setting αs = αr = 0.5, which means to give the same
amount of energy to the source and the relay, regardless of the quality
of the links [24]. On the other hand, significantly better performance
can be obtained if we look for the power allocation coefficients that min-
imize a proper approximation of the BER. To do so, we need to solve a
minimization problem for each possible path.
Since zsd[k] ∈ N (0, σ2sd), the direct path is characterized by a proba-
bility of error given by
BERsd(αs, αr) = P(sign(a˜DF0,sd[k]) 6= a0[k]) = Q(
√
γsd), (3.8)
where γsd = β2sd/σ2sd denotes the SNR of the link S-D and Q(x) =
1√
2pi
∫+∞
x e
−u2/2du. Actually, BERsd depends only on αs, since the relay
is left unused in the direct path. Therefore the optimal power allocation
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strategy consists in giving all the available power to the source, i.e.α¯
sd
s = 1
α¯sdr = 0
. (3.9)
An error in the S-R-D path can come from either the S-R, or the
R-D link (but not from both), that is
BERsrd(αs, αr) = P(sign(a˜0,rd[k]) 6= a0[k])
= Q(√γsr)(1−Q(√γrd)) +Q(√γrd)(1−Q(√γsr))
≈ Q(√γsr) +Q(√γrd),
(3.10)
where γl = β2l /σ2l (l ∈ {sr, rd}) and the higher order terms given by the
product of Q(·) functions are negligible. The application of the Lagrange
multipliers for the minimization of BERsrd(αs, αr) does not yield a closed-
form solution, as shown by the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (Lagrange multipliers to find minαs,αr BERsrd(αs, αr)).
The problem of minimizing the objective function (3.10), subject to the
condition αs+αr = 1, is equivalent to the system of equations that follows,
√
csrαr
crdαs
= exp
(csrαs − crdαr
2
)
αs + αr = 1
, (3.11)
where cl = Et pl/N0, l ∈ {sr, rd}.
Proof. Applying the method of Lagrange multipliers, under the hypoth-
esis that Et/N0  1, we have that the solution is a stationary point for
the Lagrange function
Λ(αs, αr, λ) = Q(
√
csrαs) +Q(
√
crdαr) + λ(αs + αr − 1), (3.12)
in which cl = Et pl/N0 (l ∈ {sr, rd}). Setting to zero the partial deriva-
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tives of Λ(αs, αr, λ), we obtain
∂Λ
∂αs
= −12
√
csr
αs2pi
exp
(
−csrαs2
)
+ λ = 0
∂Λ
∂αr
= −12
√
crd
αr2pi
exp
(
−crdαr2
)
+ λ = 0
∂Λ
∂λ
= αs + αr − 1 = 0
, (3.13)
where we have used the fact that
∂Q(x)
∂x
= − 1√
2pi
exp
(
−x
2
2
)
. (3.14)
If we get rid of the Lagrange multiplier λ in (3.13), we obtain the
system (3.11), which does not allow a closed-form solution.
Starting from the heuristic consideration that the BER performance
of a certain path is driven by the link that provides the highest bit error
probability, we resort to an equal SNR power allocation strategy. In short
words, the idea is to make all the links equal in the sense of the BER,
setting γsr = γrd, i.e. imposing the equality of the SNRs of the two links.
If Et/N0  1, then
γsr = γrd =⇒ βsr = βrd, (3.15)
and the power allocation coefficients assume the form

α¯srds =
prd
psr + prd
α¯srdr =
psr
psr + prd
. (3.16)
As shown by the numerical simulations of Section 5.2, the sub-optimal
solution (3.16) yields a BER very close to the exact minimum.
3.4 Path Selection
The existing D&F relaying method exploits only the S-R-D path
and decides on the transmitted symbols according to the rule aˆ0[k] =
sign(a˜DF0,rd[k]) [24]. Instead, the proposed approach associates to each
path a metric that corresponds to an approximation of the minimum
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BER achievable with a transmission along that path,
minαs,αr BERsd(αs, αr) = msd = Q
(√Et
N0
psd
)
minαs,αr BERsrd(αs, αr) ≈ msrd = 2Q
(√Et
N0
psrprd
psr + prd
) , (3.17)
where all the power is given to the source for the direct path and the
near-optimal power allocation strategy (3.16) is employed for the S-R-D
path. Then, we select the path with the minimum associated metric: if
msrd < msd, aˆ0[k] = sign(a˜DF0,rd[k]); otherwise, aˆ0[k] = sign(a˜DF0,sd[k]).
3.5 Cooperative Approach
3.5.1 Log-Likelihood Ratio Based Decision Strategy
As for A&F relaying (see Section 2.2), the optimal decision rule on
the symbol a0[k] is based on the evaluation of the log-likelihood ratio,
Λ(a˜DF [k]) = Λ(a˜DF0,sd[k], a˜DF0,rd[k]) = ln
(
fa˜DF (a˜DF0,sd[k], a˜DF0,rd[k] | a0[k] = 1)
fa˜DF (a˜DF0,sd[k], a˜DF0,rd[k] | a0[k] = −1)
)
,
(3.18)
where a˜DF [k] = (a˜DF0,sd[k], a˜DF0,rd[k]) and fa˜DF (·) denotes the joint PDF of
the random vector a˜DF . We set aˆ0[k] = 1 if Λ(a˜DF [k]) > 0 and aˆ0[k] = −1
otherwise.
Theorem 3 (Log-likelihood ratio for cooperative dual hop D&F re-
laying). The log-likelihood ratio Λ(a˜DF [k]) based on the random vector
a˜DF [k] = (a˜DF0,sd[k], a˜DF0,rd[k]) has the following exact expression
Λ(a˜DF [k]) = 2βsd
σ2sd
a˜DF0,sd[k] + ln
cosh
(
βrd
σ2rd
a˜DF0,rd[k] + δr
)
cosh
(βrd
σ2rd
a˜DF0,rd[k]− δr
) , (3.19)
which can be approximated by
Λ(a˜DF [k]) ≈ XDF [k] = 2βsd
σ2sd
a˜DF0,sd[k]+ |
βrd
σ2rd
a˜DF0,rd[k]+δr|− |
βrd
σ2rd
a˜DF0,rd[k]−δr|,
(3.20)
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where δr =
1
2 ln
1− per
per
and per = Q(
√
γsr) denotes the BER at the relay.
Proof. From the system model (3.7), we derive that
a˜
DF
0,sd[k] | a0[k] ∈ N (βsda0[k], σ2sd)
a˜DF0,rd[k] | aˆDF0,r [k] ∈ N (βrdaˆDF0,r [k], σ2rd)
.
Therefore, as P(aˆDF0,r [k] 6= a0[k]) = per = Q(
√
γsr),
f(a˜DF0,sd[k] | a0[k]) =
1
σsd
√
2pi
exp
(
−(a˜
DF
0,sd[k]− βsda0[k])2
2σ2sd
)
f(a˜DF0,rd[k] | a0[k]) =
1
σrd
√
2pi
(
per exp
(
−(a˜
DF
0,rd[k] + βrda0[k])2
2σ2rd
)
+ (1− per) exp
(
−(a˜
DF
0,rd[k]− βrda0[k])2
2σ2rd
))
.
(3.21)
Assuming the independence of a˜DF0,sd[k] and a˜DF0,rd[k], we get
f(a˜DF0,sd[k], a˜DF0,rd[k] | a0[k]) = f(a˜DF0,sd[k] | a0[k]) f(a˜DF0,rd[k] | a0[k]). (3.22)
Substituting the intermediate results (3.22) and (3.21) in the definition
of the log-likelihood ratio (3.18), after some algebraical calculations we
obtain the expression (3.19).
To make the exact formula analytically more tractable, we consider
the Jacobi approximation (2.17), which implies that
ln
cosh
(
βrd
σ2rd
a˜DF0,rd[k] + δr
)
cosh
(βrd
σ2rd
a˜DF0,rd[k]− δr
) ≈ |βrd
σ2rd
a˜DF0,rd[k] + δr| − |
βrd
σ2rd
a˜DF0,rd[k]− δr|.
As a result, the approximation (3.20) is proved.
3.5.2 Power Allocation Strategy
As regards the choice of the power allocation coefficients, a possibility
is to follow an approach similar to that of Section 2.3. This means to
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solve the optimization problem

(α¯coops , α¯coopr ) = arg maxαs,αr
E2(XDF [k])
Var(XDF [k])
s.t. αs + αr = 1
, (3.23)
where closed-forms for E2(XDF [k]) and Var(XDF [k]) are given by Theo-
rem 4.
Theorem 4 (Statistics of the decision variable for cooperative dual hop
D&F relaying). The mean and variance of the approximated decision
variable XDF [k] are given by the following expressions,
E2(XDF [k]) =
(
2γsd +
√
γrd(1− 2per)
(
λ2(1− 2Q(λ2))− λ1(1− 2Q(λ1))
+ 2√
2pi
exp
(
−λ
2
2
2
)
− 2√
2pi
exp
(
−λ
2
1
2
)))2
Var(XDF [k]) = 2(2γsd + γ2rd + γrd + δ2r )− 2γrd
(
(1 + λ1λ2)
(1− 2Q(λ1) + 2Q(λ2)) + 2√2pi
(
λ2 exp
(
−λ
2
1
2
)
− λ1 exp
(
−λ
2
2
2
)))
−
(√
γrd(1− 2per)
(
λ2(1− 2Q(λ2))− λ1(1− 2Q(λ1))
+ 2√
2pi
exp
(
−λ
2
2
2
)
− 2√
2pi
exp
(
−λ
2
1
2
)))2
,
(3.24)
where λ1 =
√
γrd − δr√
γrd
and λ2 =
√
γrd +
δr√
γrd
.
Proof. First of all, we evaluate the mean of XDF [k]. Putting the system
model (3.7) into the (3.20), we obtain
E(XDF [k] | a0[k]) = 2γsd a0[k] + E( |γrd aˆDF0,r [k] +
√
γrdC[k] + δr| )
− E( |γrd aˆDF0,r [k] +
√
γrdC[k]− δr| ),
(3.25)
where C[k] = zrd[k]/σrd ∈ N (0, 1). Since C[k] and −C[k] have the same
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statistical distribution and
aˆDF0,r [k] | a0[k] = a0[k] · aˆDF0,r [k] | a0[k] = 1,
we have that
E( |γrd aˆDF0,r [k] +
√
γrdC[k] + δr| )− E( |γrd aˆDF0,r [k] +
√
γrdC[k]− δr| )
=
(
E( |γrd (aˆDF0,r [k] | a0[k] = 1) +
√
γrdC[k] + δr| )
− E( |γrd (aˆDF0,r [k] | a0[k] = 1) +
√
γrdC[k]− δr| )
)
a0[k].
(3.26)
Recalling that aˆDF0,r [k] | a0[k] = 1 is a discrete random variable that is
equal to 1 with probability 1 − per and to −1 with probability per , the
following equalities hold
E( |γrd (aˆDF0,r [k] | a0[k] = 1) +
√
γrdC[k] + δr| )
= √γrd
(
per E( |C[k]− λ1| ) + (1− per) E( |C[k] + λ2| )
)
= √γrd
(
per f(−λ1) + (1− per) f(λ2)
)
E( |γrd (aˆDF0,r [k] | a0[k] = 1) +
√
γrdC[k]− δr| )
= √γrd
(
per E( |C[k]− λ2| ) + (1− per) E( |C[k] + λ1| )
)
= √γrd
(
per f(−λ2) + (1− per) f(λ1)
)
,
(3.27)
where f(·) is defined in Lemma 1 and λ1;2 = √γrd ∓ δr/√γrd. Since
f(α) = α(1 − 2Q(α)) + 2√
2pi
exp
(
−α
2
2
)
is an even function, we can
conclude that
E(XDF [k] | a0[k]) =
(
2γsd +
√
γrd(1− 2per)(f(λ2)− f(λ1))
)
a0[k], (3.28)
which proves the first part of the thesis.
As regards the calculation of the variance,
Var(XDF [k]) = 4γsd
+ E
(
( |γrd aˆDF0,r [k] +
√
γrdC[k] + δr| − |γrd aˆDF0,r [k] +
√
γrdC[k]− δr| )2
)
− E2( |γrd aˆDF0,r [k] +
√
γrdC[k] + δr| − |γrd aˆDF0,r [k] +
√
γrdC[k]− δr| ).
(3.29)
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Noticing that C[k] and C[k] aˆDF0,r [k] have the same statistical distribution,
we obtain
E
(
( |γrd aˆDF0,r [k] +
√
γrdC[k] + δr| − |γrd aˆDF0,r [k] +
√
γrdC[k]− δr| )2
)
= 2
(
γ2rd + γrd + δ2r − γrd E
(
|(C[k]−√γrd)2 − δ
2
r
γrd
|
))
.
(3.30)
A straightforward integration shows that
∫ η2
η1
(
x2 − 2x√γrd + γrd − δ
2
r
γrd
) 1√
2pi
exp
(
−x
2
2
)
dx
= (Q(η1)−Q(η2))
(
1 + γrd − δ
2
r
γrd
)
+ 1√
2pi
exp
(
−η
2
2
2
)
(2√γrd − η2)− 1√2pi exp
(
−η
2
1
2
)
(2√γrd − η1).
As a result, with some algebraical passages we obtain
E
(
|(C[k]−√γrd)2 − δ
2
r
γrd
|
)
=
∫ λ1
−∞
(
x2 − 2x√γrd + γrd − δ
2
r
γrd
) 1√
2pi
exp
(
−x
2
2
)
dx
−
∫ λ2
λ1
(
x2 − 2x√γrd + γrd − δ
2
r
γrd
) 1√
2pi
exp
(
−x
2
2
)
dx
+
∫ +∞
λ2
(
x2 − 2x√γrd + γrd − δ
2
r
γrd
) 1√
2pi
exp
(
−x
2
2
)
dx
= (1 + λ1λ2)(1− 2Q(λ1) + 2Q(λ2))
+ 2√
2pi
(
λ2 exp
(
−λ
2
1
2
)
− λ1 exp
(
−λ
2
2
2
))
.
(3.31)
Putting together the equations (3.31), (3.30), and (3.29) and the previous
calculations on the mean of XDF [k], the second part of the thesis follows.
However, differently from the A&F case, the power allocation strat-
egy (3.23) proves ineffective. Indeed, a˜DF0,rd[k] is not well approximated
by a Gaussian random variable, but instead by a mixture of Gaussian
variables, because of the presence of aˆDF0,r [k], which is equal to a0[k] with
probability 1− per and to −a0[k] with probability per . In addition, even
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if we find the optimal power allocation coefficients transmitting a trial
sequence of symbols known at the receiver for all the possible couples
(αs, αr) with a fixed step size, the simulation results of Section 5.3 show
no significant improvement in the BER performance with respect to the
path selection method. Consequently, also in the dual hop case, the
path selection approach appears more attractive than the cooperative
technique.
Chapter 4
Joint Power Allocation and
Path Selection Multi Hop
D&F Relaying
This chapter constitutes a generalization to a scenario with an ar-
bitrary number of relays of the results of Chapter 3 valid for the dual
hop case. Therefore, we are going to deal with a completely general
system setup made up by a single source S, a single destination D,
and N D&F relays Ri, i = 1, 2, · · · , N . Let P(S,Ri1 , · · · ,RiK ,D) be
the path that connects source to destination passing through the re-
lays Ri1 , · · · ,RiK and Ln1n2 be the link from node n1 to node n2, with
n1 ∈ {S,R1, · · · ,RN}, n2 ∈ {R1, · · · ,RN ,D}, and n1 6= n2.
Section 4.1 presents the system setup, and in Section 4.2 we model
the decision variable for the transmission on a generic link. The Joint
Power Allocation and Path Selection (JPAPS) is a complex task, since
the power allocation for the transmission along a path crossing K relays
is a K+1−dimensional optimization problem and, above all, the number
of possible routes connecting source to destination is proportional to N !.
In Section 4.3 and 4.4 we propose a joint solution to these two problems
that makes use of an equal SNR power allocation strategy in closed form
and a polynomial algorithm for the choice of the path that minimizes
an appropriate metric. Finally, in Section 4.5 we outline a cooperative
strategy which generalizes the concepts of Section 3.5, motivating the
reasons that make the JPAPS technique preferable with respect to the
34
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cooperative approach.
4.1 System Model
As in the dual hop D&F relaying technique presented in Chapter
3, the transmitted signals are modulated in amplitude (PAM) and the
symbols are single differentially encoded. Thus, for the generic link Ln1n2
the transmitted signal is given by
sDFn1 (t) =
√
αn1 Ep
+∞∑
k=0
Nf−1∑
j=0
aˆDF1,n1 [k]wtx(t− jTf − kTs), (4.1)
where αn1 is the power allocation coefficient associated to node n1,
aˆ1,n1 [k] = aˆ1,n1 [k − 1]aˆ0,n1 [k], and aˆ0,n1 [k] is the hard estimate on the
decided symbol. If n1 = S, then aˆ0,s[k] = a0[k] and the (4.1) reduces to
the (3.2).
The IEEE 802.15.3a channel model is taken into account with channel
gain affected by path loss and log-normal fading [26,27].
At node n2 the received signal after bandpass filtering is expressed
by
rDFn1n2(t) =
√
Gn1n2αn1Ep
+∞∑
k=0
Nf−1∑
j=0
aˆDF1,n1 [k]wrx,n1n2(t−jTf−kTs)+nn1n2(t),
(4.2)
where Gn1n2 is the channel gain of the link Ln1n2 , nn1n2(t) is filtered
AWGNwith zero mean and PSDN0/2, and wrx,n1n2(t) = wtx(t)∗hn1n2(t)∗
hbp(t).
Then, the receiver performs a single differential demodulation (cor-
relation + integration of duration Ti) of the signal obtaining the soft
estimate
a˜DF0,n1n2 [k] =
Nf−1∑
j=0
∫ kTs+jTf+Ti
kTs+jTf
rDFn1n2(t)r
DF
n1n2(t− Ts)dt. (4.3)
If n2 is an intermediate relay, the node evaluates hard decisions on the
symbols, re-modulates them and transmits a new signal. Otherwise
(n2 = D), we obtain the final decisions on the symbols {a0[k]}+∞k=1.
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4.2 Statistical Modeling of Decision Variables
The number of time slots required by this technique is not fixed a
priori, but depends on the number of hops of the specific path selected
for transmission. If such a path is the direct link Lsd, only 1 time slot is
needed. Thus,
aˆ0[k] = sign(a˜DF0,sd[k]). (4.4)
In contrast, for the generic path P(S,Ri1 , · · · ,RiK ,D) the transmission
lasts K + 1 time slots. Each intermediate relay takes the sign of the soft
estimate at the output of the demodulator, performs a single differential
encoding and re-transmits the symbols. Therefore, the hard estimate at
the relay Rin is expressed byaˆ0,ri1 [k] = sign(a˜
DF
0,sri1
[k])
aˆ0,rin [k] = sign(a˜
DF
0,rin−1 rin
[k]), n ∈ {2, 3, · · · ,K}
. (4.5)
Eventually, the destination node decides on the symbols according to the
rule
aˆ0[k] = sign(a˜DF0,riKd[k]). (4.6)
If we take into account the link Ln1n2 , the decision variable at the
receiver can be well approximated by
a˜DF0,n1n2 [k] = βn1n2 aˆ
DF
0,n1 [k] + zn1n2 [k], (4.7)
where zn1n2 [k] is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and vari-
ance σ2n1n2 . If pn1n2 = Gn1n2 ·
∫ Ti
0 w
2
rx,n1n2(t)dt denotes the amount of
power captured after the bandpass filter, then [25]
βn1n2 = Et pn1n2 αn1
σ2n1n2 = βn1n2 N0 +
W Nf TiN
2
0
2
. (4.8)
As in the basic dual-hop case, if Et/N0  1, we resort to the approxi-
mation σ2n1n2 ≈ βn1n2 N0.
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4.3 Power Allocation Strategy for Fixed Path
Relaying
We discuss in this section the power allocation strategy for a generic
path P(S,Ri1 , · · · ,RiK ,D). The problem can be formulated as follows,
(α¯Ps , α¯Pri1 , · · · , α¯
P
riK
) = arg min
α
BERP(αs, αri1 , · · · , αriK )
s.t. αs +
K∑
j=1
αrj = 1
, (4.9)
where α = (αs, αri1 , · · · , αriK ) and BERP(αs, αri1 , · · · , αriK ) denotes the
bit error probability of the transmission along the path P. Since each
relay conveys hard estimates belonging to {−1,+1}, the constraint on
the total amount of energy used for the transmission of an information
bit is simply αs +
∑K
j=1 αrj = 1.
First of all, we set to 0 the power allocation coefficients of the relays
not belonging to the path, since these nodes do not intervene in the
transmission process.
Then, looking at the model (4.7), it is possible to notice that the
probability of making an error in the link Ln1n2 , which is denoted as
BERLn1n2 , can be well approximated by
BERLn1n2 ≈ Q(
√
γn1n2), (4.10)
where γn1n2 = β2n1n2/σ
2
n1n2 denotes the SNR of the link Ln1n2 .
Thus, if we neglect the higher order terms given by the product of
Q(·) functions, the BER of the path P(S,Ri1 , · · · ,RiK ,D) is basically
the sum of the BERs of the single links,
BERP(αs, αri1 , · · · , αriK ) ≈ Q(
√
γsri1 ) +
K−1∑
j=1
Q(
√
γrij rij+1 ) +Q(
√
γriK d).
(4.11)
As pointed out in the dual-hop case, the sum of Q(·) functions can be
minimized analytically using the method of Lagrange multipliers, which
does not yield a closed-form solution. In analogy to Section 3.3, we
resort to an equal SNR power allocation strategy, following the heuristic
consideration that the performance of a certain path P is driven by its
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link with the highest associated BER. Consequently, we impose the
equality of the BERs associated to each link, which means to have a
constant SNR among the links,
γsri1 = γri1 ri2 = · · · = γriK−1 riK = γriKd. (4.12)
If Et/N0  1, then σ2n1n2 ≈ βn1n2N0 and the (4.12) can be rewritten as
βsri1 = βri1 ri2 = · · · = βriK−1 riK = βriKd. (4.13)
As a result, using the expression (4.8), the following closed-form for the
power allocation coefficients holds
α¯Ps =
(psri1 )
−1
(psri1 )
−1 +
K−1∑
j=1
(prij rij+1 )
−1 + (priKd)
−1
α¯Prin =
(prin rin+1 )
−1
(psri1 )
−1 +
K−1∑
j=1
(prij rij+1 )
−1 + (priKd)
−1
for n = 1, · · · ,K − 1
α¯PriK
=
(priKd)−1
(psri1 )
−1 +
K−1∑
j=1
(prij rij+1 )
−1 + (priKd)
−1
.
(4.14)
4.4 Path Selection
Using the (4.14) in the expression of the BER (4.11), we can associate
to each path P(S,Ri1 , · · · ,RiK ,D) a metric mP , corresponding to an
approximation of its minimum error probability,
min
α
BERP(αs, αri1 , · · · , αriK ) ≈ mP
= (K + 1)Q
(√√√√Et
N0
( 1
psri1
+
K−1∑
j=1
1
prij rij+1
+ 1
priK d
)−1)
.
(4.15)
The goal is to select the path P such that
P = arg min
P
mP . (4.16)
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If we consider a scenario with N relays, the number of possible paths
is
N∑
i=0
N !
i! , as there are
N !
i! ways to go from S to D passing through i
relays. Therefore, the complexity of an algorithm evaluating and sorting
all the metrics mP is factorial.
However, the following theorem proposes an algorithm finding P in
polynomial time.
Theorem 5 (Path selection algorithm with polynomial complexityO(N3)).
It is possible to solve the minimization problem (4.16) with an algorithm
of complexity O(N3), where N is the number of relays of the network.
Proof. At first, we fix the number of crossed relays and solve the N
minimization sub-problems
PK = arg minP∈PKmP , (4.17)
where PK = {P | P crosses K relays} and K ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}.
Since the number of relays of the paths in PK is constant and the
function Q(
√
x−1) is increasing in x, the objective function mP can be
substituted by m′P , defined as
m′P =
1
psri1
+
K−1∑
j=1
1
prij rij+1
+ 1
priKd
. (4.18)
The new path metric m′P has the great advantage of being additive, i.e.
it can be decomposed into the sum of the weights wn1n2 =
1
pn1n2
> 0
of the links Ln1n2 constituting the path. Now, each of the sub-problems
(4.17) can be rewritten as
PK = arg minP∈PKm
′
P . (4.19)
This is a shortest path problem with a constraint on the number of allowed
hops, which admits a solution of polynomial complexity [28].
Then, we consider the set of the solutions of the (4.19), i.e. SP =
{PK}NK=0, to which we have added the direct path P0 = P(S,D), and
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R2
D
R3
wsr1
wsd
wr2r3
wr2d
wsr2
wsr3
wr1r2
wr1r3
wr3d
wr1d
Figure 4.1: The approximated path selection is reduced to a shortest
path problem with nonnegative link costs wn1n2 .
we decide for the route that minimizes the original metric mP ,
P = arg min
P∈SP
mP . (4.20)
For a network with E edges and a maximum possible hop count of
H, there exists a solution to the shortest path problem with a fixed
number of hops h = 1, · · · , H based on the Bellman-Ford algorithm, and
therefore of complexity O(H ·E) [28,29]. Since in our system model the
network is supposed to be completely connected,
E = (N + 2)(N + 1)/2. (4.21)
Therefore, the set SP can be evaluated in O(N3). A MATLAB imple-
mentation of an algorithm that solves the minimization problems (4.19)
in O(N3) can be found in Appendix A.3.1.
O(N3) gives also the overall complexity of the proposed method, as
the minimization (4.20) consists basically of the sorting of N+1 numbers,
which can be performed in O(N logN). To sum up, the exact JPAPS
algorithm follows a two-step procedure, in which at first we find the
paths PK (K = 1, · · · , N) using the minimization of the metric m′P as a
criterion of choice and then, among these N possible candidates and the
direct route, we decide for the path with the minimum metric mP .
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Remark 1 (Approximated path selection algorithm with polynomial
complexity O(N2)). If the complexity O(N3) is still too high for the
considered network, it is possible to use an approximated version of the
JPAPS method. In this case we take into account directly the path met-
rics m′P and solve an unconstrained shortest path problem, which can be
implemented in O(E +N logN) = O(N2) with the Fibonacci-heap-based
Dijkstra algorithm (see Figure 4.1) [30].
In the special case N = 2, the approximated JPAPS technique reduces
to adopt the metrics 
m′sd =
1
psd
m′srd =
1
psr
+ 1
prd
, (4.22)
instead of the metrics msd and msrd defined in the (3.17).
We are going to show in Section 5.3 that the BER performance of
the exact and approximated JPAPS algorithms is extremely similar. As
a result, the usage of the path metrics m′P is recommended.
4.5 Cooperative Approach
Also the cooperative approach analyzed in Section 3.5 can be gener-
alized to the case of N relays. The communication is time-slotted, N + 1
distinct time slots are required and an ordering of the relays must be
established before starting the transmission. As Figure 4.2 shows for the
case N = 2, the source S transmits during the first time slot, while the
relay Ri receives signals from S and Rj (j < i) and transmits during
time slot i+ 1 (i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}). This technique is clearly iterative, as
the destination node of a system with M relays acts exactly as the relay
RM+1 of a system with M + 1 relays, with the only difference that the
destination does not re-encode and re-transmit its hard decisions.
We start our analysis considering the decision variable for the generic
path P(S,R1, · · · ,RM ,D). This random variable can be evaluated by
means of the log-likelihood ratio based on the soft estimate
a˜DF0,rMd[k] = βrMdaˆ
DF
0,rM [k] + zrMd[k], (4.23)
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S R1
R2 D
(a) S transmits during the first time slot
S R1
R2 D
(b) R1 transmits during the second time slot
S R1
R2 D
(c) R2 transmits during the third time slot
Figure 4.2: Time slotting in a multi hop scenario (N=2).
which can be modeled as a mixture of Gaussian random variables.
Calculations similar to those of Theorem 3 yield
Λ(a˜DF0,rMd[k]) = ln
( fa˜DF0,rMd(a˜DF0,rMd[k] | a0[k] = 1)
fa˜DF0,rMd
(a˜DF0,rMd[k] | a0[k] = −1)
)
= ln
cosh
(
βrd
σ2rd
a˜DF0,rMd[k] + δrM
)
cosh
(βrd
σ2rd
a˜DF0,rMd[k]− δrM
) ,
(4.24)
where fa˜DF0,rMd
(·) denotes the PDF of the random variable a˜DF0,rMd[k], δrM =
1
2 ln
1− perM
perM
, and perM is the probability of error at the relay RM .
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Using the usual Jacobi approximation (2.17), we obtain the following
approximated decision variable,
Λ(a˜DF0,rMd[k]) ≈ XDFM [k] = |
βrMd
σ2rMd
a˜DF0,rMd[k] + δrM | − |
βrMd
σ2rMd
a˜DF0,rMd[k]− δrM |.
(4.25)
In the special case M = 0, that corresponds to the direct path, the
log-likelihood ratio reduces to
Λ(a˜DF0,sd[k]) = XDF0 [k] = 2
βsd
σ2sd
a˜DF0,sd[k]. (4.26)
The decision variable at the relay Rn is obtained summing the ran-
dom variables coming from the source S and the relays Ri (i < n), which
are supposed to be independent,
Λ(a˜DFrn [k]) ≈ ZDFrn [k] =
n−1∑
i=0
XDFi [k] = 2
βsrn
σ2srn
a˜DF0,srn [k]
+
n−1∑
i=1
(|βrirn
σ2rirn
a˜DF0,rirn [k] + δri | − |
βrirn
σ2rirn
a˜DF0,rirn [k]− δri |),
(4.27)
where a˜DFrn [k] = (a˜DF0,srn [k], a˜DF0,r1rn [k], · · · , a˜DF0,rn−1rn [k]), δri =
1
2 ln
1− peri
peri
and peri is the probability of error at the relay Ri. If one wants to know
the decision variable at the destination node, it is enough to substitute
n with N + 1 and rN+1 with d in the (4.27),
Λ(a˜DFd [k]) ≈ ZDFd [k] =
N∑
i=0
XDFi [k] = 2
βsd
σ2sd
a˜DF0,sd[k]
+
N∑
i=1
(|βrid
σ2rid
a˜DF0,rid[k] + δri | − |
βrid
σ2rid
a˜DF0,rid[k]− δri |),
(4.28)
where a˜DFd [k] = (a˜DF0,sd[k], a˜DF0,r1d[k], · · · , a˜DF0,rNd[k]).
As regards the power allocation strategy and, consequently, the eval-
uation of the peri needed to compute the δi (i ∈ {1, · · · , N}), a possibility
could be to take the power allocation coefficients solving the maximiza-
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tion problem,
(α¯coops , α¯coopr1 , · · · , α¯cooprN ) = arg maxαcoop
E2(ZDFd [k])
Var(ZDFd [k])
s.t. αs +
N∑
j=1
αrj = 1
, (4.29)
where αcoop = (αs, αr1 , · · · , αrN ).
However, as in Section 3.5.2, this strategy proves ineffective, because
the soft estimates (a˜DF0,sd[k], a˜DF0,r1d[k], · · · , a˜DF0,rNd[k]) cannot be modeled as
Gaussian random variables, but instead are well approximated by mix-
tures of Gaussian random variables. On the other hand, since heuristi-
cally the best path dominates performance, we notice that a good ap-
proximation of the BER at a certain node N is given by the minimum
among all the BERs of the admissible paths going from S to N. There-
fore, if we discard the higher order terms given by the products of Q(·)
functions, we obtainper1 = Q(
√
γsr1)
peri ≈ min(Q(
√
γsri),minj∈{1,2,···i−1}(perj +Q(
√
γrjri))) i = 2, · · · , N
.
(4.30)
An estimation of the BER at the destination node is given by
ped ≈ min(Q(
√
γsd), min
j∈{1,2,···i−1}
(perj +Q(
√
γrjd))), (4.31)
which yields the power allocation strategy that follows,
(α¯coops , α¯coopr1 , · · · , α¯cooprN ) = arg minαcoop ped
s.t. αs +
N∑
j=1
αrj = 1
. (4.32)
A good approximation of the solution to the optimization problem (4.32)
can be found resorting to the same power allocation strategy outlined in
Section 4.3. Nevertheless, as showed by the simulation results of Section
5.3, the path selection method outperforms the cooperative approach
if the same power allocation strategy is employed. In fact, in contrast
with the JPAPS technique which chooses among all the possible paths
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connecting source to destination, in the cooperative approach analyzed
so far not all the paths are admissible, since an a priori relay ordering
is needed. In short words, once the relays are numbered, from node
Ri we cannot go to node Rj , if j < i. Therefore the admissible paths
are all and only those crossing the relays in increasing order. This fact
constitutes a major issue in the cooperative approach, as there are N !
different ways of ordering N relays and it is impossible to know a priori
which configuration is going to yield the best BER performance.
In addition, the numerical simulations show also a negligible BER
improvement guaranteed by the usage of the cooperative method with
the optimal power allocation coefficients found by exhaustive search (i.e.
transmitting trial sequences of symbols for all the possible choices of the
coefficients with a fixed step size).
Lastly, the cooperative technique requires the knowledge of the pa-
rameters βn1n2 and σ2n1n2 , which must be precomputed for all the links
Ln1n2 taken into account during the transmission. On the other hand, the
approximated JPAPS method needs only the link metric wn1n2 , which is
the inverse of the amount of power captured after the bandpass filter for
the transmission between node N1 and N2.
For these reasons, the JPAPS method is to be considered a more
effective technique in the context of D&F relaying schemes for IR-UWB
systems.
Chapter 5
Simulation Results
In this chapter we are going to present the results of the simulations
performed with the numerical computing environment MATLAB. The
running code is presented and extensively described in Appendix A.
In particular, Section 5.1 focuses on the choice of the parameters to
be set during the simulation and describes briefly the different scenarios
of propagation taken into account. Then, Section 5.2 analyzes the be-
havior of the different power allocation strategies proposed for A&F and
D&F relaying. A performance comparison among the existing relaying
techniques and the proposed schemes is carried out in Section 5.3.
5.1 Simulation Model
The transmitted pulse wtx(t) is a normalized version of the widely
employed Scholtz’s monocycle [31], i.e.
wtx(t) =
(
1− 4pi
( t− vp
vm
)2)
exp
(
−2pi
(
t− vp
vm
)2)
, (5.1)
with vp = 0.35 ns and vm = 0.2877 ns. The pulse and frame durations are
respectively Tp = 0.7 ns and Tf = 70 ns, in order to eliminate ISI effects
(Tf  Tp). We focus on the channel model CM1, considering a path
loss exponent p = 3 and a standard deviation of the log-normal fading
term σfad = 2.5 (for additional information about the channel model see
Appendix A.1). The number of frames used to transmit each symbol is
Nf = 2, the bandwidth of the bandpass filter is W = 5 GHz, and the
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integration time is Ti = 5.25 ns [25].
Let dn1n2 be the euclidean distance between node N1 and node N2.
We take into account four different scenarios, two with a single relay and
two with N = 2 relays (see Figure 5.1):
(a) a line configuration where the only relay lies close to the middle point
of the segment joining source and destination (dsr = 0.4 m, drd = 0.6
m, and dsd = 1 m);
(b) a configuration in which the three nodes form an isosceles triangle
(dsr = 0.8 m, drd = 0.8 m, and dsd = 1 m);
(c) a line configuration with two relays (dsr1 = 0.7 m, dr1r2 = 0.8 m,
dr2d = 0.5 m, and dsd = 2 m);
(d) a square configuration where the four nodes are positioned on the
vertexes of a square (dsr1 = dsr2 = dr1d = dr2d = 1.4 m, and dr1r2 =
dsd = 2 m).
In Section 5.3 we are going to take into account also a more general
scenario with a higher number of relay nodes put in random positions
within a square room.
5.2 Power Allocation Analysis
We consider the transmission of M symbols with fixed CIRs and
channel gains, plotting the BER as the power allocation coefficients vary
with a step size equal to 0.01. For the single relay system, this means to
perform the simulation for each possible couple (αs, αr), such thatαs = n · 0.01αr = 1− αs , (5.2)
where n ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 100}. On the other hand, for the configuration
with two relays we have to run the simulation for each possible triple
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S R D0.4 m 0.6 m 
(a) Line configuration, single relay
S
R
D
0.8 m 0.8 m 
1 m 
(b) Triangle configuration, single relay
S R1 R2 D0.7 m 0.8 m 0.5 m
(c) Line configuration, N = 2 relays
S
R1
R2
D
1.4 m
2 m
2 m
1.4 m1.4 m
1.4 m
(d) Square configuration, N = 2 relays
Figure 5.1: Representation of the four scenarios taken into account during
the numerical simulations.
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(αs, αr1 , αr2), such that 
αs = n · 0.01
αr1 = m · 0.01
αr2 = 1− αs − αr1
, (5.3)
where n,m ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 100} and n+m ≤ 100. In this way, it is possible
to plot the BER, as the power allocation coefficients vary, and then
consider the performance achieved with the particular power allocation
strategy adopted.
We start dealing with the dual hop cooperative A&F relaying scheme
with the power allocation strategy given by the numerical solution of the
optimization problem that follows (see Section 2.3 for further details),

(α¯AFs , α¯AFr ) = arg maxαs,αr
E2(XAF [k])
Var(XAF [k])
s.t. αs + αr(β2sr + σ2sr) = 1
. (5.4)
This means to evaluate the objective function E
2(XAF [k])
Var(XAF [k]) for each pos-
sible couple (5.2) and then take the power allocation coefficients corre-
sponding to its maximum. In Figure 5.2, we represent the results ob-
tained with M = 106 and when two values of the ratio Ep/N0 are chosen
for each single relay scenario, in order to obtain minimum BERs close to
10−2 and 10−4. Notice that in all the cases the power allocation strat-
egy (5.4) yields a BER close to the absolute minimum. In addition, the
probability of error as a function of αs is rather flat around its minimum
point. Consequently, a gap in the position of α¯AFs from this experimen-
tal minimum point results in a small performance loss. We also have to
remark that, even if the effective SNR at the destination node depends
on Ep/N0, the power allocation strategy is slightly affected by changes
in this ratio.
Then, we focus on the performance achieved in the S-R-D path with
the closed-form power allocation proposed in the JPAPS scheme for dual
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hop D&F relaying (see Section 3.3 for additional details),

α¯srds =
prd
psr + prd
α¯srdr =
psr
psr + prd
. (5.5)
As in the previous case, we set M = 106 and we take two values of
Ep/N0 for each scenario, corresponding to minimum BERs close to 10−2
and 10−4. The results represented in Figure 5.3 show how the usage of
(α¯srds , α¯srdr ) yields BER performance extremely close to the optimum.
Ultimately, we consider a path P(S,R1,R2,D) that connects source
to destination passing through relays R1 and R2, analyzing the closed-
form power allocation proposed in the JPAPS scheme for multi hop D&F
relaying (see Section 4.3 for additional details),
α¯Ps =
(psr1)−1
(psr1)−1 + (pr1r2)−1 + (pr2d)−1
α¯Pr1 =
(pr1r2)−1
(psr1)−1 + (pr1r2)−1 + (pr2d)−1
α¯Pr2 =
(pr2d)−1
(psr1)−1 + (pr1r2)−1 + (pr2d)−1
. (5.6)
In this case, we employ the propagation scenario (c), setting M = 105
and Ep/N0 = 12 dB, so that the minimum BER is close to 10−3. The
3-D plot of Figure 5.4 shows the very good performance guaranteed by
the power allocation strategy (5.6).
5.3 Performance Evaluation
We perform 104 different Monte Carlo trials of the transmission of
103 symbols, selecting randomly three channels from a set of 100 sample
CIRs and generating each time independent channel gains.
First of all, we plot the BER performance achieved with the following
transmission techniques that use a single A&F relay:
• direct transmission with single differential encoding;
• non-cooperative relaying with double differential encoding [25];
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Figure 5.2: Bit error probability as a function of the power allocation
coefficient αs for a single A&F relay system. The power allocation strat-
egy (5.4) yields a BER close to the absolute minimum in all the cases
considered.
• proposed cooperative approach with the equal power allocation
αs = αr = 0.5;
• proposed cooperative approach with the power allocation strategy
(5.4);
• proposed cooperative approach with the power allocation strategy
(5.4) that adopts the exact decision rule (2.13), instead of the ap-
proximated decision variable XAF [k] given by the (2.14).
Notice that the non-cooperative relaying takes into account only the S-
R-D path and bases its power allocation on the maximization of the
effective SNR (2.18). Recall also that XAF [k] is obtained from the exact
calculation of the log-likelihood ratio by means of the Jacobi approxima-
tion (2.17).
In Figure 5.5 we represent the results concerning scenario (a) with
the relay aligned with source and destination. Even if this configuration
clearly favors the non-cooperative scheme, the exploitation of the direct
S-D link allows the cooperative approach described in Chapter 2 to ob-
tain a gain of about 1 dB when BER = 10−2 and of 2 dB when BER =
10−4 with respect to the non-cooperative relaying [25]. Notice that, when
no channel knowledge is available at the source and relay node, which
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Figure 5.3: Bit error probability as a function of the power allocation
coefficient αs for a single D&F relay system. The couple (α¯srds , α¯srdr ) given
by the (5.5) yields a BER close to the absolute minimum in all the cases
considered.
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Figure 5.4: Bit error probability as a function of (αs, αr1) for a system
with two D&F relays. The power allocation strategy (5.6) yields a BER
close to the global minimum.
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means that we have to set αs = αr = 0.5, the cooperative approach still
outperforms the non-cooperative scheme.
On the other hand, as can be seen in Figure 5.6, the second scenario
is unfavorable for the S-R-D path and, if Ep/N0 is low, the direct trans-
mission behaves best, since a single differential encoding is employed.
However, as Ep/N0 increases, the proposed scheme yields the best error
performance, achieving a gain of about 1 dB for BER = 10−2 and of 4
dB for BER = 10−4.
Lastly, we have to remark that in both scenarios the usage of the
Jacobi approximation which leads to the decision variable XAF [k] yields
basically almost the same results of the exact decision rule (2.13).
Successively, we present a performance comparison among the fol-
lowing systems that employ a single differential encoding and can use a
D&F relay:
• direct transmission;
• basic relaying scheme that exploits only the S-R-D path and adopts
the equal power allocation αs = αr = 0.5 [24];
• cooperative relaying (described in Section 3.5) with the equal power
allocation αs = αr = 0.5;
• approximated JPAPS technique that uses the path metricsm′sd and
m′srd defined in the (4.22);
• exact JPAPS technique that uses the path metrics msd and msrd
defined in the (3.17);
• cooperative relaying with the power allocation coefficients found
by exhaustive search, i.e. by performing the transmission for each
possible couple (αs, αr) with an assigned step size of 0.01 and then
by taking the power allocation coefficients that correspond to the
minimum number of errors.
These curves are compared with the proposed cooperative A&F relaying
scheme with double differential encoding.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the BER results for the scenario (a) and
(b), respectively. If the cooperative D&F strategy with the equal power
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Figure 5.5: BER versus Ep/N0 for direct transmission and A&F relaying
schemes, when we consider the propagation scenario (a).
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Figure 5.6: BER versus Ep/N0 for direct transmission and A&F relaying
schemes, when we consider the propagation scenario (b).
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allocation is adopted, a loss > 1.5 dB for the line configuration and
of about 1 dB for the triangular scenario with respect to the proposed
JPAPS technique can be noticed at a BER of 10−4. Instead, if the opti-
mal power allocation coefficients are evaluated by means of an exhaustive
search, the performance gain between the cooperative approach and the
JPAPS method appears negligible (about 0.4 dB at a BER of 10−4). As
a result, besides allowing a generalization to a system with multiple re-
lays, the JPAPS scheme is to be preferred to the cooperative one also
in the two-hop configuration. More precisely, the scenario (a) favors the
S-R-D link. Therefore the basic D&F scheme [24] exploiting only that
link obtains a gain of almost 4 dB with respect to the direct transmission
when BER = 10−4. In contrast, the scenario (b) favors the direct path
and the direct transmission behaves slightly better than the basic D&F
relaying. However, in both cases the proposed joint power allocation and
path selection provides gains of at least 3 − 4 dB with respect to these
two methods and of about 1 dB with respect to the cooperative A&F
technique of Chapter 2. Ultimately, notice that the exact JPAPS and
the approximated JPAPS methods yield similar BER performance. This
means that considering the approximated path metrics m′sd and m′srd
instead of the exact ones msd and msrd results in no performance loss.
Let’s now consider configurations with two D&F relays. Figure 5.9
refers to the scenario (c) and compares the BERs of the these transmis-
sion techniques:
• direct transmission;
• basic D&F relaying scheme that exploits only the S-R1-D path and
adopts the equal power allocation αs = αr1 = 0.5;
• basic D&F relaying scheme that exploits only the S-R1-R2-D path
and adopts the equal power allocation αs = αr1 = αr2 = 1/3;
• cooperative D&F relaying with the equal power allocation αs =
αr = 0.5;
• approximated D&F JPAPS technique outlined in Remark 1;
• exact D&F JPAPS technique described in Theorem 5 (see Section
4.4 for further details).
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Figure 5.7: BER versus Ep/N0 for direct transmission, D&F and A&F
relaying techniques, when we consider the propagation scenario (a).
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Figure 5.8: BER versus Ep/N0 for direct transmission, D&F and A&F
relaying techniques, when we consider the propagation scenario (b).
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In this configuration, the path P(S,R1,R2,D) is clearly more favorable
than the other ones. Therefore, transmitting along the route S-R1-R2-D
with the equal power allocation yields a gain of 6.5 dB with respect to
the direct transmission and of 4 dB with respect to a system that uses
the path S-R1-D (BER = 10−4). Nevertheless, adopting the presented
JPAPS method, a further gain of 5.5 dB can be noticed. The proposed
technique also gains 2.5 dB at a BER of 10−4 with respect to the coop-
erative D&F approach with the equal power allocation. As in the single
relay systems, if we use the approximated path metrics reducing the path
selection to a shortest path problem, no significant performance loss is
noticeable with respect to the exact JPAPS algorithm.
Figure 5.10 refers to the scenario (d) comparing the same trans-
mission methods of the previous simulation, except for the D&F relay-
ing scheme exploiting only the S-R1-R2-D path. Indeed, the usage of
P(S,R1,R2,D) is clearly not convenient in the square configuration. In
contrast, there are three paths characterized by similar performance (S-
R1-D, S-R2-D, and S-D). Thus, the advantage of the proposed JPAPS
technique over the existing approaches is evident (gains > 7 dB when
BER = 10−4). The exact JPAPS scheme and the approximated one
yield similar BER performance and they can provide a gain of about
2 dB at a BER of 10−4 with respect to the cooperative D&F relaying
approach with the equal power allocation.
Lastly, we take into account a more generic scenario constituted by
a square room of side l = 4 m, where the source and the destination
coincide with a couple of vertexes joined by a diagonal of the square.
The relay Rc is put in the center of the room and the coordinates of the
other N −1 = 9 nodes are random variables uniformly distributed in the
range (0, l). The disposition of the nodes of the network is represented
in Figure 5.11, which also shows a performance comparison among the
following transmission techniques:
• direct transmission;
• fixed D&F relaying scheme that exploits only the path S-Rc-D and
adopts the equal power allocation αs = αrc = 0.5;
• fixed D&F relaying scheme that exploits only the path S-Rc-D
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Figure 5.9: BER versus Ep/N0 for direct transmission and various D&F
relaying techniques, when we consider the propagation scenario (c).
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Figure 5.10: BER versus Ep/N0 for direct transmission and various D&F
relaying techniques, when we consider the propagation scenario (d).
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and adopts the power allocation strategy (3.16) which has been
proposed in Section 3.3 for the dual hop case;
• D&F JPAPS method for the dual hop case, which means to use
only one relay of the network;
• approximated D&F JPAPS method for the multi hop case;
• exact D&F JPAPS method for the multi hop case.
A cooperative protocol has been proposed for a D&F multi hop narrow-
band system in which the source determines when it needs to cooperate
with one relay only, and which relay to cooperate with [32]. When re-
ferring to our IR-UWB multi hop D&F relaying scenario, this means to
choose between direct transmission and the selection of a single relay
that minimizes the path metric m′P given by the (4.18). The perfor-
mance loss between this dual hop JPAPS technique and the proposed
multi hop JPAPS method can quantified in 6.2 dB at a BER of 10−3.
Instead, when we fix the transmission path using only the relay set in
the center of the room regardless of the quality of the links, we notice a
further loss in the ratio Ep/N0 of 5.9 and 4.5 dB if we adopt the equal
power allocation and the power allocation strategy (3.16) respectively.
The comparison with other existing transmission schemes common
in narrowband systems [33] is not significant. Indeed, in the latter case
the system model is not the same, the focus is on the maximization of
metrics different from the BER at the destination (sum rate, bandwidth,
throughput) [34], or the aim consists in achieving the maximum diversity
without space-time coding [35]. Also the confrontation with the various
techniques of position-based routing [36] appears somewhat arbitrary,
as these methods differ in the metrics used (hop count, power, cost,
congestion), take into account the past traffic memorization at nodes
and depend on the particular geometry of the network.
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Figure 5.11: General scenario with source, destination and N = 10 relays
in a square room.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future
Work
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we have proposed novel A&F and D&F relaying schemes
for multi hop DTR IR-UWB systems. In particular, as concerns A&F
relaying with double differential encoding, the presented cooperative
method exploits both the signal forwarded by the relay and the one
directly transmitted by the source. To achieve this aim, an easy to im-
plement, reliable approximation of the log-likelihood ratio has been dis-
cussed. After evaluating closed-forms for the mean and variance of the
decision variable, we have described a semi-analytical power allocation
strategy based on the numerical maximization of the effective SNR at the
destination node. Since the adoption of a single differential encoding with
A&F relays does not yield good performance, then we focused on a single
differential D&F relaying setup. Specifically, we proposed a Joint Power
Allocation and Path Selection (JPAPS) method for a completely general
scenario with an arbitrary number of relays. As the performance of a cer-
tain path is driven by its link with the worst BER, we have proposed an
equal SNR power allocation strategy, in which the SNRs of all the links
constituting a path are equal. As a result, closed-forms for the power
allocation coefficients have been found and a path metric given by an ap-
proximation of the BER obtainable with this power allocation has been
built. So doing, the novel two-step selection algorithm that returns the
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path with minimum metric has a polynomial complexity O(N3), where
N is the number of relays, and therefore scales well as the size of the
network increases. In addition, we have showed that an approximated
version of the route selection algorithm has a complexity O(N2). Lastly,
numerical simulations have proved the near-optimality of the proposed
power allocation strategies and the excellent BER performance achieved
by the multi differential cooperative A&F scheme and by the JPAPS
method for D&F relaying. The usage of the transmission techniques pre-
sented in this thesis, indeed, guarantees remarkable gains with respect
to direct transmission and state-of-the-art relaying schemes [24, 25] in
different scenarios with a various number of relays.
6.2 Possible Extensions and Further Work
Motivated by the effectiveness of the JPAPS method which achieves
near-optimal performance and, at the same time, requires only limited
CSI and scales if the size of the network increases, two possible extensions
of this transmission technique are worth a mention.
• An area for further development is to take into account multiple
antennas at the transmitter and at the receiver of all the nodes and
employ space-time codes. Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
technology has been recently proposed in UWB communications in
order to improve the reliability of data transmission and provide
increased data rates [37]. The design of dual hop UWB MIMO
A&F and D&F relay systems has been also investigated [38] and
the proposed JPAPS method appears a good candidate to exploit
the advantages connected to the usage of multiple antennas.
• Another idea is to consider coded UWB communications. The in-
troduction of a low-rate convolutional error correcting code in a
spread-spectrum TH scheme with binary PPM signaling has been
studied [39] and low-complexity super-orthogonal turbo codes have
been presented with the aim of improving the transmission range
and throughput of IR-UWB systems with binary PAM modulation
[40]. Convolutional, turbo and low-density parity-check codes [41]
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could be associated to an iterative decoding carried out in a dis-
tributed fashion among the relays and the destination node of the
network, in order to boost the performance of the JPAPS technique
with an affordable complexity and communication overhead.
Appendix A
MATLAB Simulations
This appendix presents and comments extensively the MATLAB code
used to simulate the performance of the main relaying techniques de-
scribed during this thesis. In particular, Section A.1 deals with the chan-
nel model adopted during the numerical simulations. Then, in Section
A.2 we report the running code for A&F and D&F techniques in a single
relay scenario. Ultimately, a completely general configuration with an
arbitrary number of relay nodes is analyzed in Section A.3, which also
proposes a MATLAB function solving the shortest path problem with a
fixed number of hops.
A.1 Channel Modeling
For all the links considered, we refer to the final report of the IEEE
P802.15 Working Group for WPANs [42]. Based on the clustering phe-
nomenon observed in several channel measurements, a UWB channel
model derived from the Saleh-Valenzuela model [43] is proposed with
some slight modifications. A log-normal rather than a Rayleigh dis-
tribution for the multipath gain magnitude is recommended, since the
observations show that the log-normal distribution seems to better fit
the measurement data. In addition, independent fading is assumed for
each cluster as well as each ray within the cluster.
The available channel models are the following:
• CM1, based on Line Of Sight (LOS) channel measurements in the
range 0− 4 meters [44];
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• CM2, based on Non Line Of Sight (NLOS) channel measurements
in the range 0− 4 meters [44];
• CM3, based on NLOS channel measurements in the range 4 − 10
meters [44,45];
• CM4, generated to fit a 25 ns root mean square delay spread, thus
representing an extreme NLOS multipath channel.
During the numerical simulations we have used directly the ampli-
tudes and delays of each multipath ray for 100 realizations of the consid-
ered channel model CM1. The discrete samples of the CIR are obtained
by means of the MATLAB function uwb_sv_cnvrt_ct, which is also pro-
vided by the IEEE Working Group [42].
A.2 Dual Hop A&F and D&F Relaying
The following MATLAB script simulates the behavior and evaluates
the BER performance of the following transmission techniques in a single
relay scenario:
• cooperative A&F relaying with the proposed power allocation (5.4);
• cooperative A&F relaying with the equal power allocation;
• non-cooperative A&F relaying [25];
• direct transmission;
• basic D&F relaying with the equal power allocation [24];
• D&F JPAPS technique with approximated path metrics;
• D&F JPAPS technique with exact path metrics.
1 clear;
2 close all;
3 clc;
4
5 tic % start clock to measure time elapsed
6
7 % scenario (a)
8 d_sd= 1; % S-D distance (meters)
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9 d_sr = 0.4; % S-R distance (meters)
10 d_rd = 0.6; % R-D distance (meters)
11
12 % % scenario (b)
13 % d_sd= 1; % S-D distance (meters)
14 % d_sr = 0.8; % S-R distance (meters)
15 % d_rd = 0.8; % R-D distance (meters)
16
17 % parameters of the simulation
18 Nmc = 10^4; % number of Monte Carlo trials
19 M = 10^3; % number of information symbols
20 N_f = 2; % number of frames per symbol
21 SNRdb = 3 : 0.5: 22; % SNR (dB)
22 SNRlin = 10.^( SNRdb /10); % SNR (linear scale)
23 E_p = 1; % total transmitted energy per pulse
24 E_t= N_f * E_p; % total transmitted energy per symbol
25 sigma = sqrt( E_p ./(2* SNRlin) ); % variance of the noise
26
27 % transmitted waveform
28 K = 8; % oversampling factor
29 W = 5; % bandwidth of the filter
30 T_i = 5.25; % integration interval
31 t_p= 0.7; % pulse width
32 ts = 1 / (2*W) / K; % sampling time
33 vp = 0.35;
34 vm = 0.2877;
35 t = 0: ts : t_p;
36 w_tx= ( (1 - 4 * pi * ( (t-vp).^2 / vm ).^2 ).* ...
37 exp(-2* pi * ( (t-vp)/vm).^2) ) / sqrt (2*W*K);
38
39 % normalization of the transmitted waveform , so that it has unit
40 % energy
41 w_tx = w_tx / sqrt(sum(abs(w_tx) .^ 2));
42
43 % channel model
44 p = 3; % path loss exponent
45 G0= 0; % channel loss (dB) for the reference distance of 1 meter
46 sigma_fad = 2.5; % variance (dB) of log -normal fading term
47
48 % load the amplitudes and delays of the multipath rays for the
49 % channel model CM1
50 load(’cm1_imr_3a.mat’);
51
52 % normalize the amplitudes of the multipath rays in order to add a
53 % different log -normal fading at each Montecarlo trial
54 h1 = zeros(size(h_ct));
55 for i = 1 : num_channels
56 h1(:, i) = h_ct(:, i) / sqrt(sum(h_ct(:, i).^2));
57 end
58
59 % reduce continuous -time result to a discrete -time result
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60 [hN ,N] = uwb_sv_cnvrt_ct( h1 , t_ct , np, num_channels , ts );
61
62 if N > 1,
63 h =resample(hN, 1, N); % decimate the columns of hN by a factor N
64 else
65 h =hN;
66 end
67
68 % correct for 1/N scaling imposed by decimation
69 h = h * N;
70
71 % coefficients of the bandpass filter of bandwidth W oversampled by
72 % a factor K
73 t1 = -20*ts*K : ts : 20*ts*K;
74 h_bp = 2 * W * sinc (2*W*t1) / sqrt (2*W*K);
75
76 % number of samples of the convolution between the transmitted
77 % waveform , the channel impulse response and the bandpass filter
78 len1 = size(h, 1)+size(w_tx , 2) -1;
79 len2 = len1 + length(h_bp) -1;
80
81 % number of samples needed to represent a signal of bandwidth W and
82 % duration T_i
83 len = 2 * ceil(T_i * W) + 1;
84
85 w_rx = zeros(len1 , num_channels);
86 w_rx_filt = zeros(len2 , num_channels);
87 g = zeros(len , num_channels);
88 for i = 1 : num_channels
89 % filtering with the channel impulse response
90 w_rx(:, i) = conv(h(:, i), w_tx ’);
91
92 % filtering with the low pass filter of bandwidth W
93 w_rx_filt(:, i) = conv(w_rx(:, i), h_bp ’) / sqrt(2 * W);
94
95 % evaluation of the received channel template: 2*W*T_i+1
96 % samples are needed
97 g(:, i) = w_rx_filt(round(length(h_bp)/2) : K : ...
98 round(length(h_bp)/2) + 2 * K * ceil(T_i * W), i);
99 end
100
101 % preallocate vectors to enhance speed
102 a_hat_direct = zeros(1, M);
103 a_hat_AF = zeros(1, M);
104 a_hat_AFeq = zeros(1, M);
105 a_hat_AFnc = zeros(1, M);
106 a_hat_DFnc = zeros(1, M);
107 a_hat_DFappr = zeros(1, M);
108 a_hat_DFexact = zeros(1, M);
109 errs_direct = zeros(1, length(SNRdb));
110 errs_AF = zeros(1, length(SNRdb));
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111 errs_AFeq = zeros(1, length(SNRdb));
112 errs_AFnc = zeros(1, length(SNRdb));
113 errs_DFnc = zeros(1, length(SNRdb));
114 errs_DFappr = zeros(1, length(SNRdb));
115 errs_DFexact = zeros(1, length(SNRdb));
116
117 for i = 1 : Nmc
118 % generation of the information symbols i.i.d. and equiprobable
119 % in {-1, 1}
120 a0 = sign(rand(M , 1) - 0.5);
121
122 % single differential encoding: the first element of the vector
123 % is the reference pulse
124 a1 = [1; cumprod(a0)];
125
126 % double differential encoding: the first element of the vector
127 % is the reference pulse
128 a2 = [1; cumprod(a1)];
129
130 % noise generation
131 n_sd =randn(len * N_f , M + 2); % AWGN on the S-D channel
132 n_sr =randn(len * N_f , M + 2); % AWGN on the S-R channel
133 n_rd =randn(len * N_f , M + 1); % AWGN on the R-D channel
134
135 % channel gains affected by path loss and log -normal fading
136 Gdb_sd = G0 - 10*p*log10(d_sd) + sigma_fad*randn(1, 1);
137 Gdb_sr = G0 - 10*p*log10(d_sr) + sigma_fad*randn(1, 1);
138 Gdb_rd = G0 - 10*p*log10(d_rd) + sigma_fad*randn(1, 1);
139 G_sd = 10.^( Gdb_sd /10);
140 G_sr = 10.^( Gdb_sr /10);
141 G_rd = 10.^( Gdb_rd /10);
142
143 % select randomly the indexes of the three received channel
144 % templates
145 num_h = ceil(num_channels*rand(1, 3));
146
147 % power values captured after the bandpass filter
148 p_sd = sum ( ( sqrt(G_sd) * g(:, num_h (1))).^2 );
149 p_sr = sum ( ( sqrt(G_sr) * g(:, num_h (2))).^2 );
150 p_rd = sum ( ( sqrt(G_rd) * g(:, num_h (3))).^2 );
151
152 % generation of received waveforms for S-D, S-R and R-D paths
153 w_rx_sd_direct = sqrt(G_sd)*repmat(g(:, num_h (1)), N_f , M + 1);
154 w_rx_sd = sqrt(G_sd) * repmat(g(:, num_h (1)), N_f , M + 2);
155 w_rx_sr = sqrt(G_sr) * repmat(g(:, num_h (2)), N_f , M + 2);
156 w_rx_rd = sqrt(G_rd) * repmat(g(:, num_h (3)), N_f , M + 1);
157
158
159 %-------------------------%
160 % A&F relaying techniques %
161 %-------------------------%
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162
163 step = 0.01; % step size
164
165 % power allocation coefficient of the source
166 alpha_s = [0: step :1, 1/ ( 1+ sqrt( p_sr / p_rd / 3 ) )];
167
168 indequal = 1 / (2* step) + 1; % alpha_s(indequal) = 0.5
169
170 beta_sr = E_t * p_sr * alpha_s;
171 beta_sd = E_t * p_sd * alpha_s;
172
173 % modulation of the received waveforms with encoded symbols
174 s_sdAF = w_rx_sd .* repmat(a2’, N_f * len , 1);
175 s_srAF = w_rx_sr .* repmat(a2’, N_f * len , 1);
176
177 for k = 1 :length(SNRdb)
178 % power allocation coefficient of the relay
179 alpha_r = (1- alpha_s)./( beta_sr .^2 + 2* beta_sr * ...
180 sigma(k)^2 + 2 * W * N_f * T_i * sigma(k)^4);
181
182 beta_rd = E_t * alpha_r * p_rd;
183 beta_srd = beta_sr .^2 .* beta_rd;
184 sigma2_sd = 2* beta_sd*sigma(k)^2 + 2*W*N_f*T_i*sigma(k)^4;
185 sigma2_sr = 2* beta_sr*sigma(k)^2 + 2*W*N_f*T_i*sigma(k)^4;
186 sigma2_srd = beta_rd .^2 .* (2* beta_sr .^2 .* sigma2_sr + ...
187 2* beta_sr .^3 * sigma(k)^2 + sigma2_sr .^2) + ...
188 2* beta_rd * sigma(k)^2 .* (beta_sr .^2+ sigma2_sr) + ...
189 2* W*N_f*T_i * sigma(k)^4;
190 gamma_sd = beta_sd .^2 ./ sigma2_sd;
191 gamma_srd = beta_srd .^2 ./ sigma2_srd;
192
193 % statistics of the decision variable for cooperative A&F
194 % relaying
195 MeanXAF = 2 *( gamma_srd + gamma_sd - sqrt(gamma_sd/pi) ...
196 .* (1-exp(-gamma_sd)) - 2* gamma_sd .^2 .* ...
197 qfunc(sqrt (2* gamma_sd)));
198
199 VarXAF = 4 * ( gamma_srd + gamma_sd .* ( 1 - 1/pi + ...
200 gamma_sd - (1/pi*exp(-gamma_sd) - 2*sqrt(gamma_sd) ...
201 .* qfunc(sqrt (2* gamma_sd)) + sqrt(gamma_sd)).^2) );
202
203 % effective SNR at the destination node
204 SNRc = MeanXAF .^2 ./ VarXAF;
205
206 [SNRmax , indmax] = max(SNRc);
207
208 %--%
209 % Cooperative A&F relaying with power allocation strategy
210 % based on the numerical maximization of SNRc
211 %--%
212
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213 % received signals for S-D and S-R links
214 r_sd_AF = sqrt(alpha_s(indmax)) * sqrt(E_p) * s_sdAF ...
215 + n_sd*sigma(k);
216 r_sr_AF = sqrt(alpha_s(indmax)) * sqrt(E_p) * s_srAF ...
217 + n_sr*sigma(k);
218
219 % demodulation (correlation + integration) for S-D and S-R
220 % transmissions
221 atilde_sd_AF = sum(r_sd_AF(:, 1:end -1).* r_sd_AF(:, 2:end));
222 atilde_sr_AF = sum(r_sr_AF(:, 1:end -1).* r_sr_AF(:, 2:end));
223
224 % the relay re-modulates and transmits its soft estimates
225 r_rd_AF = sqrt(alpha_r(indmax)) *sqrt(E_p) *w_rx_rd .* ...
226 repmat(atilde_sr_AF , N_f * len , 1) + n_rd * sigma(k);
227
228 % demodulation for R-D transmission
229 atilde_rd_AF = sum(r_rd_AF(:, 1:end -1).* r_rd_AF(:, 2:end));
230
231 for l = 1 : M
232 % evaluation of the decision variable
233 X_AF = 2* beta_srd(indmax) / sigma2_srd(indmax) * ...
234 atilde_rd_AF(l)+beta_sd(indmax)/sigma2_sd(indmax) ...
235 * (abs( atilde_sd_AF(l+1) + atilde_sd_AF(l) ) ...
236 - abs( (atilde_sd_AF(l+1) - atilde_sd_AF(l)) ) );
237
238 % hard decision at the destination
239 a_hat_AF(l) = sign(X_AF);
240 end
241 % number of errors
242 errs_AF(k) = errs_AF(k) + (sum( abs(a_hat_AF ’ - a0) )/2);
243
244
245 %--%
246 % Cooperative A&F relaying with equal power allocation
247 %--%
248
249 % received signals for S-D and S-R links
250 r_sd_AFeq = sqrt(alpha_s(indequal)) *sqrt(E_p) * s_sdAF ...
251 + n_sd * sigma(k);
252 r_sr_AFeq = sqrt(alpha_s(indequal)) *sqrt(E_p) * s_srAF ...
253 + n_sr * sigma(k);
254
255 % demodulation (correlation + integration) for S-D and S-R
256 % transmissions
257 atilde_sd_AFeq = sum(r_sd_AFeq(:, 1:end -1) ...
258 .* r_sd_AFeq (:, 2:end));
259 atilde_sr_AFeq = sum(r_sr_AFeq(:, 1:end -1) ...
260 .* r_sr_AFeq (:, 2:end));
261
262 % the relay re-modulates and transmits its soft estimates
263 r_rd_AFeq = sqrt(alpha_r(indequal))*sqrt(E_p)*w_rx_rd .* ...
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264 repmat(atilde_sr_AFeq , N_f * len , 1) + n_rd * sigma(k);
265
266 % demodulation for R-D transmission
267 atilde_rd_AFeq = sum(r_rd_AFeq(:, 1:end -1) ...
268 .* r_rd_AFeq (:, 2:end));
269
270 for l = 1 : M
271 % evaluation of the decision variable
272 X_AFeq = 2* beta_srd(indequal)/sigma2_srd(indequal)* ...
273 atilde_rd_AFeq(l) + beta_sd(indequal) / ...
274 sigma2_sd(indequal)*(abs( atilde_sd_AFeq(l+1) + ...
275 atilde_sd_AFeq(l) ) - abs( (atilde_sd_AFeq(l+1) ...
276 - atilde_sd_AFeq(l)) ) );
277
278 % hard decision at the destination
279 a_hat_AFeq(l) = sign(X_AFeq);
280 end
281 % number of errors
282 errs_AFeq(k) = errs_AFeq(k) + (sum(abs(a_hat_AFeq ’-a0))/2);
283
284
285 %--%
286 % Non -cooperative A&F relaying
287 %--%
288
289 % received signal for S-R link
290 r_sr_AFnc = sqrt(alpha_s(length(alpha_s))) * sqrt(E_p) ...
291 * s_srAF + n_sr * sigma(k);
292
293 % demodulation (correlation + integration) for S-R
294 % transmission
295 atilde_sr_AFnc = sum(r_sr_AFnc(:, 1:end -1) ...
296 .* r_sr_AFnc (:, 2:end));
297
298 % the relay re-modulates and transmits its soft estimates
299 r_rd_AFnc = sqrt(alpha_r(length(alpha_s)))* sqrt(E_p) * ...
300 w_rx_rd .* repmat(atilde_sr_AFnc , N_f * len , 1) ...
301 + n_rd * sigma(k);
302
303 % demodulation for R-D transmission
304 atilde_rd_AFnc = sum(r_rd_AFnc(:, 1:end -1) ...
305 .* r_rd_AFnc (:, 2:end));
306
307 % decision variable
308 a_hat_AFnc = sign(atilde_rd_AFnc);
309
310 % number of errors
311 errs_AFnc(k) = errs_AFnc(k) + (sum(abs(a_hat_AFnc ’-a0))/2);
312 end
313
314
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315 %-------------------------%
316 % D&F relaying techniques %
317 %-------------------------%
318
319 % proposed power allocation strategy
320 alpha_sDF = p_rd / ( p_sr + p_rd );
321 alpha_rDF = p_sr / ( p_sr + p_rd );
322
323 % modulation of the received waveforms with encoded symbols
324 s_sd_direct = w_rx_sd_direct .* repmat(a1’, N_f * len , 1);
325 s_srDF = w_rx_sr(:, 1:end -1) .* repmat(a1’, N_f * len , 1);
326
327 % approximated path metrics
328 m1_sd = 1 / p_sd;
329 m1_srd = 1 / p_sr + 1 / p_rd ;
330
331 for k = 1 :length(SNRdb)
332 % exact path metrics
333 m_sd = qfunc(sqrt(N_f * SNRlin(k) * p_sd));
334 m_srd = 2* qfunc(sqrt(N_f*SNRlin(k)*p_sr*p_rd/(p_sr+p_rd)));
335
336 %--%
337 % Direct transmission
338 %--%
339
340 % received signal
341 r_sd_direct = sqrt(E_p) * s_sd_direct ...
342 + n_sd(:, 1: M+1) * sigma(k);
343
344 % demodulation (correlation + integration)
345 atilde_sd_direct = sum(r_sd_direct (:, 1 : end - 1) .* ...
346 r_sd_direct (: , 2 : end));
347
348 % decision variable
349 a_hat_direct = sign(atilde_sd_direct);
350
351 % number of errors
352 errs_direct(k) = errs_direct(k) + ...
353 (sum( abs(a_hat_direct ’-a0) )/2);
354
355
356 %--%
357 % Basic D&F relaying scheme with equal power allocation
358 %--%
359
360 % received signal for S-R link
361 r_sr_DFnc = sqrt (0.5)*sqrt(E_p) *s_srDF ...
362 + n_sr(:, 1:M+1) * sigma(k);
363
364 % demodulation (correlation + integration) for S-R
365 % transmission
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366 atilde_sr_DFnc = sum(r_sr_DFnc(:, 1:end -1) ...
367 .* r_sr_DFnc (:, 2:end));
368
369 % the relay re-encodes and re -modulates its hard decisions
370 a0_hat_rDFnc = sign(atilde_sr_DFnc);
371 a1_hat_rDFnc = [1, cumprod(a0_hat_rDFnc)];
372 r_rd_DFnc = sqrt (0.5) * sqrt(E_p) * w_rx_rd .* ...
373 repmat(a1_hat_rDFnc , N_f * len , 1) + n_rd * sigma(k);
374
375 % demodulation for R-D transmission
376 atilde_rd_DFnc = sum(r_rd_DFnc(:, 1:end -1) ...
377 .* r_rd_DFnc (: , 2 : end));
378
379 % decision variable
380 a_hat_DFnc = sign(atilde_rd_DFnc);
381
382 % number of errors
383 errs_DFnc(k) = errs_DFnc(k) + (sum(abs(a_hat_DFnc ’-a0))/2);
384
385
386 %--%
387 % Approximated JPAPS technique
388 %--%
389
390 if (m1_sd < m1_srd)
391 % choose path S-D (the decision variable for direct S-D
392 % transmission has already been calculated)
393 errs_DFappr(k) = errs_DFappr(k) + ...
394 (sum(abs(a_hat_direct ’-a0))/2);
395 else
396 % choose path S-R-D
397 r_sr_DFappr = sqrt(alpha_sDF) * sqrt(E_p) * s_srDF ...
398 + n_sr(:, 1: M+1) * sigma(k);
399 atilde_sr_DFappr = sum(r_sr_DFappr (:, 1:end -1) ...
400 .* r_sr_DFappr (:, 2:end));
401 a0_hat_rDFappr = sign(atilde_sr_DFappr);
402 a1_hat_rDFappr = [1, cumprod(a0_hat_rDFappr)];
403
404 r_rd_DFappr = sqrt(alpha_rDF)*sqrt(E_p)*w_rx_rd .* ...
405 repmat(a1_hat_rDFappr , N_f*len , 1) + n_rd*sigma(k);
406 atilde_rd_DFappr = sum(r_rd_DFappr (:, 1:end -1) ...
407 .* r_rd_DFappr (:, 2:end));
408 a_hat_DFappr = sign(atilde_rd_DFappr);
409 errs_DFappr(k) = errs_DFappr(k) + ...
410 (sum(abs(a_hat_DFappr ’-a0)))/2;
411 end
412
413
414 %--%
415 % Exact JPAPS technique
416 %--%
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417
418 if (m_sd < m_srd)
419 % choose path S-D (the decision variable for direct S-D
420 % transmission has been already calculated)
421 errs_DFexact(k) = errs_DFexact(k) + ...
422 (sum(abs(a_hat_direct ’-a0))/2);
423 else
424 % choose path S-R-D
425 r_sr_DFexact = sqrt(alpha_sDF) * sqrt(E_p) * s_srDF ...
426 + n_sr(:, 1: M+1) * sigma(k);
427 atilde_sr_DFexact = sum(r_sr_DFexact (:, 1:end -1) ...
428 .* r_sr_DFexact (:, 2:end));
429 a0_hat_rDFexact = sign(atilde_sr_DFexact);
430 a1_hat_rDFexact = [1, cumprod(a0_hat_rDFexact)];
431
432 r_rd_DFexact = sqrt(alpha_rDF)*sqrt(E_p)*w_rx_rd .* ...
433 repmat(a1_hat_rDFexact , N_f*len , 1) +n_rd*sigma(k);
434 atilde_rd_DFexact = sum(r_rd_DFexact (:, 1:end -1) ...
435 .* r_rd_DFexact (:, 2:end));
436 a_hat_DFexact = sign(atilde_rd_DFexact);
437 errs_DFexact(k) = errs_DFexact(k) + ...
438 (sum(abs(a_hat_DFexact ’-a0)))/2;
439 end
440 end
441 end
442
443 % evaluation of the BERs
444 Pe_direct = errs_direct / Nmc / M ;
445 Pe_AF = errs_AF / Nmc / M ;
446 Pe_AFeq = errs_AFeq / Nmc / M ;
447 Pe_AFnc = errs_AFnc / Nmc / M ;
448 Pe_DFnc = errs_DFnc / Nmc / M ;
449 Pe_DFappr = errs_DFappr / Nmc / M ;
450 Pe_DFexact = errs_DFexact / Nmc / M ;
451
452 % save the results
453 save dualhop.mat SNRdb Pe_direct Pe_AF Pe_AFeq Pe_AFnc Pe_DFnc ...
454 Pe_DFappr Pe_DFexact;
455
456 toc % stop clock to measure time elapsed
A.3 Multi Hop D&F Relaying
A.3.1 Shortest Path Calculation with Fixed Number of
Hops
This function finds the shortest paths from source to destination in
exactly h hops (h = 1, · · · , H) adopting a variant of the Bellman-Ford
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algorithm [29].
1 function [min_cost , back_trace_matrix] = shortpathsnhops(V, s, H)
2 %
3 % INPUT:
4 % V(i, j), symmetric square matrix indicating the costs
5 % from i to node j
6 % s, source node index
7 % H, maximum number of hops
8 %
9 % OUTPUT:
10 % min_cost(i, j), matrix of the costs to reach node i in exactly j
11 % hops
12 % back_trace_matrix , matrix of the predecessors to reconstruct the
13 % shortest paths
14
15 N = size(V, 1); % number of nodes
16
17 % initialization
18 min_cost = zeros(N, H);
19 back_trace_matrix = zeros(N, H);
20
21 min_cost(:, 1) = V(:, s);
22 back_trace_matrix (:, 1) = 0;
23
24 for h = 1 : (H - 1)
25 for i = 1 : N
26 if i == s
27 % we do not want that a path crosses the source node
28 min_cost(i, h + 1) = inf;
29 else
30 [min_cost(i, h + 1) back_trace_matrix(i, h + 1)] = ...
31 min(min_cost(:, h) + V(:, i));
32 end
33 end
34 end
35
36 end
A.3.2 Simulation of the JPAPS Method
The MATLAB script of the current section simulates the multi hop
D&F JPAPS relaying technique. The exact path selection algorithm
described by Theorem 5 and the approximated procedure of Remark 1
are taken into account.
1 clear;
2 close all;
3 clc;
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4
5 tic % start clock to measure time elapsed
6
7 % scenario: squared room of side side_r where source and
8 % destination coincide with a couple of vertexes joined by a
9 % diagonal of the square. A relay is put in the center of the room
10 % and the coordinates of the other Nr relays are uniformly
11 % distributed in the room.
12 side_r = 4; % side of the room
13 Nr = 9; % number of additional relays
14 Nn = Nr + 3; % number of nodes
15 Cs = [0, 0]; % coordinates of the source
16 Cd = [side_r , side_r ]; % coordinates of the destination
17 Cr1 = [side_r/2, side_r /2]; % coordinates of relay in the centre
18 Cr = side_r*rand(Nr , 2); % coordinates of the other relays
19 Coor = [Cs; Cr1; Cr; Cd];
20
21 % construction of the vector of distances
22 Distmat = zeros(Nn, Nn);
23 for i = 1 : Nn
24 for j = 1 : Nn
25 if i < j
26 Distmat(i, j) = sqrt((Coor(i, 1)-Coor(j, 1))^2 + ...
27 (Coor(i, 2)-Coor(j, 2))^2);
28 end
29 end
30 end
31
32 % [...]
33 % the parameters of the simulation , transmitted waveform , channel
34 % model and channel template are the same of the dual hop case
35 % [...]
36
37 % power of the generic channel template
38 powg = zeros(1, num_channels);
39
40 for i = 1 : num_channels
41 powg(i) = sum ( (g(:, i)).^2 );
42 end
43
44 % preallocate vectors to enhance speed
45 pmat = zeros(Nn, Nn);
46 Glin = zeros(Nn, Nn);
47 m_exact = zeros(1, Nn -1);
48 errs_JPAPS_exact = zeros(1, length(SNRdb));
49 errs_JPAPS_appr = zeros(1, length(SNRdb));
50
51 for i = 1 : Nmc
52 fprintf(’i=%i\n’, i);
53 % generation of the information symbols i.i.d. and equiprobable
54 % in {-1, 1}
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55 a0 = sign(rand(M , 1) - 0.5);
56
57 % single differential encoding: the first element of the vector
58 % is the reference pulse
59 a1 = [1; cumprod(a0)];
60 a1 = a1 ’;
61
62 num_h = ceil(num_channels * rand(Nn, Nn));
63
64 for ii = 1 : Nn
65 for jj = 1 : Nn
66 if ii < jj
67 % matrix of channel gains (in linear scale)
68 % affected by path loss and log -normal fading
69 Glin(ii , jj)=10^((G0 -10*p*log10(Distmat(ii, jj))...
70 + sigma_fad*randn(1, 1))/10);
71 Glin(jj , ii) = Glin(ii , jj);
72
73 % matrix of indexes of received channel templates
74 num_h(jj, ii) = num_h(ii, jj);
75
76 % matrix of power values captured after the
77 % bandpass filter
78 pmat(ii , jj) = Glin(ii , jj) * powg(num_h(ii, jj));
79 pmat(jj , ii) = pmat(ii , jj);
80 end
81 end
82 end
83
84 % matrix of the link weights
85 wmat = 1 ./ pmat;
86
87 % find shortest path from S to D for approximated JPAPS
88 [dist ,path ,pred] = graphshortestpath(sparse(wmat), 1 , Nn);
89
90 % find shortest paths from S to D in exactly h hops
91 % (h = 1, ..., Nn -1)
92 [cost , bk] = shortpathsnhops(wmat , 1, Nn - 1);
93
94 % number of links crossed for approximated JPAPS
95 Nlinkappr = length(path) - 1;
96
97 % power allocation for approximated JPAPS
98 alpha = zeros(1, Nlinkappr);
99 metricpath = 0;
100
101 for nl = 1 : Nlinkappr
102 metricpath = metricpath + 1 / pmat(path(nl), path(nl+1));
103 end
104
105 s = zeros(N_f * len , M+1, Nlinkappr);
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106
107 for nl = 1 : Nlinkappr
108 % power allocation coefficient associated to node nl
109 alpha(nl) = 1 / pmat(path(nl), path(nl+1)) / metricpath;
110
111 % signal transmitted by node nl
112 s(:, :, nl) = sqrt(E_p * Glin( path(nl), path(nl+1) ) * ...
113 alpha(nl)) * ...
114 repmat(g(:, num_h(path(nl), path(nl+1))), N_f , M + 1);
115 end
116
117 % noise generation
118 w = randn(len * N_f , M + 1, Nlinkappr);
119
120 for k = 1 :length(SNRdb)
121
122 % evaluation of the exact metrics for the candidate paths
123 for hh = 1 : Nn -1
124 m_exact(hh)= hh * ...
125 qfunc( sqrt(N_f * SNRlin(k)/cost(Nn , hh)) );
126 end
127
128 % path selection for exact JPAPS
129 [mincostexact , Nlinkexact] = min(m_exact);
130
131 % sequence of crossed nodes for exact JPAPS
132 pathexact = zeros(1, Nlinkexact + 1);
133 pathexact (1) = 1;
134 pathexact(end) = Nn;
135
136 for ind_i = Nlinkexact : - 1 : 2
137 pathexact(ind_i) = bk(pathexact(ind_i + 1), ind_i);
138 end
139
140 % power allocation for exact JPAPS
141 alpha_exact = zeros(1, Nlinkexact);
142 metricpath_exact = 0;
143
144 for nl = 1 : Nlinkexact
145 metricpath_exact = metricpath_exact + ...
146 1 / pmat(pathexact(nl), pathexact(nl+1));
147 end
148
149 for nl = 1 : Nlinkexact
150 alpha_exact(nl) = 1/pmat(pathexact(nl), ...
151 pathexact(nl+1)) / metricpath_exact;
152 end
153
154 % simulation of approximated JPAPS
155 for nl = 1 : Nlinkappr
156
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157 % received signal
158 if nl == 1
159 r = s(:, :, nl) .* repmat(a1, N_f * len , 1) ...
160 + w(:, :, nl) * sigma(k);
161 else
162 r = s(:, :, nl) .* repmat(a1_hard , N_f * len , 1) ...
163 + w(:, :, nl) * sigma(k);
164 end
165
166 % soft estimates at the output of the demodulator
167 atilde = sum(r(:, 1 : end - 1) .* r(: , 2 : end));
168
169 % hard estimates
170 a0_hard = sign(atilde);
171
172 if nl == Nlinkappr
173 % evaluate the number of errors (the destination
174 % node has been reached)
175 errs_JPAPS_appr(k) = errs_JPAPS_appr(k) + ...
176 (sum( abs(a0_hard ’ - a0) )/2);
177 else
178 % re-encode the hard estimates
179 a1_hard = [1, cumprod(a0_hard)];
180 end
181 end
182
183 % simulation of exact JPAPS
184 for nl = 1 : Nlinkexact
185
186 % received signal
187 if nl == 1
188 r =sqrt(E_p*Glin(pathexact(nl), pathexact(nl+1))...
189 * alpha_exact(nl)) * repmat(g(:, ...
190 num_h(pathexact(nl), pathexact(nl+1))), ...
191 N_f , M + 1) .* repmat(a1, N_f * len , 1) ...
192 + w(:, :, nl) * sigma(k);
193 else
194 r =sqrt(E_p*Glin(pathexact(nl), pathexact(nl+1))...
195 * alpha_exact(nl)) * repmat(g(:, ...
196 num_h(pathexact(nl), pathexact(nl+1))), ...
197 N_f , M + 1) .* repmat(a1_hard , N_f * len , 1)...
198 + w(:, :, nl) * sigma(k);
199 end
200
201 % soft estimates at the output of the demodulator
202 atilde = sum(r(:, 1 : end - 1) .* r(: , 2 : end));
203
204 % hard estimates
205 a0_hard = sign(atilde);
206
207 if nl == Nlinkexact
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208 % evaluate the number of errors (the destination
209 % node has been reached)
210 errs_JPAPS_exact(k) = errs_JPAPS_exact(k) ...
211 + (sum( abs(a0_hard ’ - a0) )/2);
212 else
213 % re-encode the hard estimates
214 a1_hard = [1, cumprod(a0_hard)];
215 end
216 end
217
218 end
219 end
220
221 % evaluation of the BERs
222 Pe_JPAPS_exact = errs_JPAPS_exact / Nmc / M ;
223 Pe_JPAPS_appr = errs_JPAPS_appr / Nmc / M ;
224
225 % save the results
226 save JPAPS.mat SNRdb Pe_JPAPS_exact Pe_JPAPS_appr;
227
228 toc % stop clock to measure time elapsed
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